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Photo Destroyed; Guilty Party Offers Compensation...
Art Theft Mystery Solved
• BY JANE M. REYNOLDS
News Editor
The pleas of John Bryan, an IDP student whose photograph was stolen
from the Mather Art Space on Saturday, September 28 have partially been
answered. Mr. Bryan placed signs all over campus after his work was stolen,
imploring students to come forward with any information they might have
about the theft and to return it if possible. Although Mr. Bryan now knows
what happened to his art, he is also aware that he will never get it back.
An unnamed student went to Assistant Dean of Students Kirk Peters on
Oct. 25 and informed him that a group of Pi Kappa Alpha pledges were
responsible for the theft. Dean Peters then spoke to certain members of the
Pike fraternity on Wednesday evening, Oct. 30. The brothers admitted that
the incident had in fact occurred.
"I explained to Pike that I had an opportunity to share campus incidents
with The Tripod and I offered them the opportunity to contact them first. I
indicated to Pike that these types of incidents were public record. I suggested
to them that they might want to initiate that conversation," said Dean Peters.
The Tripod was subsequently approached by Nick Maglio '92, President
of Pike.
"About a month ago we had a pledge event, it was a scavenger hunt.
The items on the scavenger hunt were nothing illegal or out of the ordinary,"
said Mr. Maglio.
"One item on there was the most random, or unique object," he said,
and added that the instructions did not specify that the object had to come
from the Trinity campus. .,• • y
According to Mr. Maglio, one group of pledges brought the photograph
back to the Pike house. Once the brothers in charge found out where it was
from, "they were instructed to bring it back," said Mr. Maglio.
"Fearing getting caught, they left the art work in the soccer goal [on the
soccer field] hoping somebody would find it and return it. But it was
destroyed inadvertently during soccer practice the next morning; they didn't
know it was there," said Mr. Maglio.
"It was a stupid place to put it," he added.
please turn to page 7
Police Identify
Campus Burglar
Arrest Warrants Issued After Three Week Investigation
• BY ELLA-MAY SETH
News Writer
On Thursday October 31, a Hart-
ford judge signed two warrants for the
arrest of a suspect, charging him with
several accounts of burglary. ForTrinity's
Campus Safety this was a substantial
victory, ending three weeks of an inten-
siveinvescigation into a series of burglar-
ies which has plagued the campus since
early October.
Eyewitnesses have described the
accused as a black male, approximately
twenty-two years of age, wearing a long
gray leather coat and sometimes a hat.
Students who have confron ted him claim
that he often pretends to be looking for a
friend or asks where the Umoja House is.'
The events began on October 11 at
2:00 a.m. when the accused allegedly
entered the Wiggins dormitory while its
occupants were in bed. The residents
awoke the following morning to find
that their radio, phone, and car had been
stolen. One occupant, awake at the time
Vandalism At Trinity: Recent
Acts Show No Common Motive
• BY JIM BARE
News Writer
In the last month, there have been
a number of vandalism acts on the Trin-
ity Campus.
Several weeks ago, the campus was
covered by graffiti "tags." A tag is a sign
used by graffiti artists to mark their terri-
tory. The tags showed up on a Friday
night and appeared in several places: the
Downes arch, the basement of Jackson
not touch" surrounding a can of corn
that had been dropped from Jarvis Tow-
ers. It took B&G four days with sand-
blasting equipment to clean up the mess,
waking up students in the surrounding
dormitories every morning.
About three weeks ago, a student
in Jarvis witnessed a hit and run around
10:30 p.m.. He was talking on the phone
when a Honda drove up and about five
people jumped out carryingbaseballbats,
and a sledgehammer. They started beat-
ing on a sedan parked out on Summit
Street, smashing in the windows and
denting the sides. Within a minute, they
had jumped back in their car and drove
off. Mr. Kelly had no knowledge of this
incident because it was apparently not
reported to Campus Safety.
Recently, there have been a num-
ber of broken car windows on Summit
Street, although things were not stolen.
Mr. Kelly said, "There have been
three or four recent events... This is not
an increase, and there is no common
motive. It is a large number of individu-
als doing a small number of things." Mr.
Kelly stressed, "The time that we spend
on [vandalism], we would rather spend
making the campus safer." $
took B&G
four days of sand-
blasting to clean up
the mess...
Hall, and Mather Hall were among the
victims.
Brian Kelly, Director of Campus
Safety said that the policy on graffiti is to
dean it up as soon as possible, because
the more graffiti that is present, the more
likely it is to happen again. Mr. Kelly
said that Campus Safety does not know
if the graffiti was done by a student or
someone from off campus.
On the weekend of the 26th of
October, the Long Walk was defaced
with red paint proclaiming, "Corn, do
of the incident, remembers hearingnoises
in the adjacent room, He claims that the
accused burglar, "musthave known that
we were in the bedroom because he only
searched the other room."
The first big break in the case came
shortly thereafter when an unidentified
informant called the Campus Safety Of-
fice stating that she had seen the stolen
• vehicle in the Rice Heights section of the
city early that morning around 3:00 a.m.
She went on to provide Campus Safety
with the name of a suspect. The informa-
tion was then turned over to the Hart-
ford Police Department. Director of Cam-
pus Safety Brian Kelly,, along with an-
other officer scouted the area and found
the vehicle oh Charter Oak Terrace.
Mr. Kelly cites the event as signifi-
cant because "It was the first time that we
were able to determine a suspect in the
case." The residents of Wiggins, too,
praised the quick and effective response
of Campus Safety,
Student cooperation with Campus
please turn to page 6
CYNTHIA KHON
On October 26, students found the section of the Long Walk in
front of Jarvis Towers defaced with red paint and a can of corn.
® Were you at "Talk With
Tom" last Tuesday? Judging
by the number of people in at-
tendance, you probably were
not. If that's the case, then read
Pete Friedman's article to see
what you missed. See News,
Page 5. The debate over frater-
nities and sororities continued
last week at a faculty confer-
ence, where many voiced their
concerns.,.. SeeNews,Page7
S I Why has President Bush's
domestic policy stalled? It
could be that he's never here in
the States. To find out more,
please turn to page 10. An-
other W&N writer explores the
heated debate over Physician-
assisted suicide on page 10. This
week's Endeavour traces the
sources of former Ku Klux
Klansman's David Duke's
power See W&N, Page 11
•*TfK"1
^Football responds to their de-
feat with a 51-7 demolition of
Amherst, Men's soccer suffered
through an 0-1-1 week in their
efforts to make the
playoffs SeeSports,Page20
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OPINION
First Look Within
rime. It is a disease with which our surrounding neighbor-
hood is afflicted. We often rant about how we should further
tighten security to protect us from outside forces. How often
is it noted that our off-campus neighbors are not the only people
capable of theft, vandalism and assault? Occasionally, we ourselves
show symptoms of the same maladies we deem so despicable in
others.
John Bryan's photograph was not stolen by an "outsider"; it was
lifted by Trinity students. Graffiti is scrawled in dormitories by
Trinity students. Sexual assault is committed against students by
other Trinity students.
It is convenient to place blame on those different from our-
selves, but before we point outside our community, we must first
look within.
The revelation that the photo theft was executed completely
internally should fuel introspection.
The students involved happened to be fraternity members
involved in a fraternity activity. It should raise some questions. Was
it an isolated incident? Have other unsolved mysteries of crime been
held under the protective wraps of fraternal secrecy?
How will the offenders be punished? If the thief were from the
surrounding community, students and administrators would have no
qualms with demanding harsh penalties. Even if the guilty party
were an independent, unaffiliated Trinity student, we believe they
would face severe consequences. Why do we permit Greeks to hide
behind the veil of "it was a pledge prank"?
Why wasn't Mr. Bryan informed of the fate of his work until a
month after its disappearance? Did the guilty party believe they
could get away with this? Have they before?
In the ongoing probe into the presence of Greeks on our cam- .
pus, these issues cannot be ignored. If a problem exists, it should be
remedied. If the system is healthy and free of criminal virus, we
should know that also. Innocence until guilt is proven is a hallowed
right in this country, and well it should be. We do not mean to imply
that one incident is indicative of any more than one incident, but it
has raised that possibility. Nor do we insinuate that what is true for
one organization is necessarily true for all.
We find two morals to this story. First, when criminal acts occur
on our campus, we should not be so quick to assume guilt on our
neighbors. Second, if there is sickness in our midst, we must work to
cure its victims, rather than condemn them as beyond salvation.
R.Z.
R Kappa Alpha Apologizes
To John Bryan and the entire Trin-
ity community:
With this letter, the Pi Kappa Al-
pha fraternity is extending its deepest
regrets and apology for its recent ac-
tions. The art theft from Mather oc-
curred during a Pi Kappa Alpha pledge
scavenger hunt, in which pledges were
to find a "random and unique" item.
Their misguided attempt to return the
stolen art failed, as did their attempts to
subsequently rectify the inadvertent de-
struction of > the works. Our actions as a
fraternity are indefensible, and at this
point we can only hope to compensate
the artist, and apologize to him, and all
other members of the Trinity commu-
nity. We humbly ask for forgiveness,
and we are fully prepared to face the
repercussions of our actions.
Sincerely,
The Brotherhood of
Pi Kappa Alpha
Lack Of Continuity Between
Frats And College Policy
To the Editor:
We are writing in response to the
fraternities who thus far have been fea-
tured in the Tripod. While acknowledg-
ing their community achievements and
efforts, we believe that it is necessary for
them to further address issues such as
sexual assault: an offense which occurs
on a daily basis and directly affects our
community. We understand that a num-
ber of fraternities have taken steps to-
wards education an4 awareness, yet we
feel that the problem has not sufficiently
or adequately been addressed. Evidence
of this (inadequacy) is revealed in an
incident which ocurred last year.
During the the 1990-91 academic
year a fraternity member was judged by
a Board of Inquiry to have violated the
college's policy on sexual harassment
(more specifically sexual assault). As a
result of his violation, the student was
suspended from the college for one year.
Despite the board's declaration that he
be forbidden entrance to the campus, the
student resided within his fraternity
house for several weeks. The student
was forced to vacate the fraternity house
only after the situation had been brought
to the attention of an administrator who
threatened to "punish" the fraternity.
This lack of continuity between
the fraternities and the school's policy, as
well as the blatant lack of consideration
for the victim must be addressed. We
urge that fraternities implement official,
public policies regarding sexual harass-
ment and assault, offenses and offend-
ers. Although we understand this pro-
cess to be difficult, nevertheless it is im-
perative that fraternities create a policy
that dictates specific recommendations
and consequences for any and all per-
sons found guilty of a sexual violation.
This policy should pay attention to such
issues as whether or not asexual assault
offender will be allowed to reside within
his fraternity house and/or remain a
member of that fraternity. No fraternity
can afford to overlook such serious is-
sues. We would like to offer our support
and knowledge to any organizations who
share our concerns. Any questions or
suggestions should be directed to box
#1385.
Sincerely,
Sexual Assault Task Force Mem-
bers:
Denise Burgher, Nicole Curinga,
Jessica Gilbert, Ramya Govindarajan,
Kristin Greenwald, Jennifer Ingersoll,
Michelle Jasper, Tovah Kasdin, Dawn
Keane, Allison McNamara, Irene
Milanos, Alex Miller, Andrea Moody,
Andrea Picott, Mary Robinson, and Kim-
berly Simmons.
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Elections for Hartford City Council and Mayor are today. If you are
registered to vote here, do so at the firehouse on the corner of New Britain Ave.
and Fairfield Ave.
News Flash #1: The brown bowls hold more than the white bowls! This
news should be especially useful for all those with insatiable appetites for cereal
and soup.
News Flash #2: Condoms are now available in the candy machine at The
College View Cafe. Look for them next to Bar None chocolate bars.
Enjoy your Homecoming Weekend. Wear blue and gold and cheer on the
title-bound football and field hockey teams.
'Please note; Letters to The Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday proceeding publication the
following Tuesday. They should be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. No unsigned or anonymous letters
will be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. All letters are the sole
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this paper. Please limit all letters
to five-hundred words.
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OPINION
La Voz Latina Urges Participation In Hispanic Heritage Month
To the Editor:
Have you heard of Hispanic Heri-
tage Month? Many Americans still have
not, since it is a relatively new celebra-
tion. Hispanic Heritage Month is a month
set aside to commemorate the
contibutionsmadebyHispanics through-
out our nation's history. On September
17, 1968, President Lyndon B. Johnson
signed a proclamation designating that
week as Hispanic Heritage Week. Since
then, every Sep tember, America has com-
memorated Hispanic history and cul-
ture. Three years ago, a bill was passed
creating Hispanic Heritage Month, Sep-
tember 15-October 15. This month not
only includes the Independece Days of
several Latin American countries, includ-
ing Mexico on September 16, but also
October 12, Dia de la Raza, or Columbus
day, which commemorates Columbus'
first voyage to the New World.
As congressman Esteban Torres
noted on the floor of the U.S. House of
Representatives, "We want to encour-
age the American people to learn of our
heritage.. .We want people to remember
that Hispanics make up a higher num-
ber of Congressional Medal of Honor
winners of any ethnic group and have
fought with valor in the Revolutionary
War and every subsequent armed con-
flict involving the United States.
More recently, Torres said the cel-
ebration was expanded to a month be-
cause "this additional time will allow
for our nation to properly observe and
coordinate events and activities to com-
memorate Hispanic culture and achieve-
ments. A month will allow our schools,
our universities, our corporations, our
organizations, cities and states to plan
and coordinate a more meaningful trib-
ute to Hispanic Americans.
Hispanic Heritage month is also
an oppurtunity to focus national atten-
tion upon the concerns of the Hispanic
community. It is a time to reflect not
Becoming Involved In The
Pto-Choice Movement
only on the past, but also the present, as
well as the future. Explorers such as
Ponce De Leon, who discovered Florida
in 1513, and Francisco Vasquez De
Coronado, who explored the Southwest
in 1540, remind us of our past, but His-
panic Heritage Month is really a celebra-
tion of the future and the contributions
Hispanics are making as we approach
the year 2000.
All across the country, Hispanics
and non-Hispanics alike will be celebrat-
ing this special month with parades, ex-
hibits, cultural events, and other activites.
Hispanic Heritage Month is also an op-
portunity to learn about ourselves, about
our culture, and about the events of the •
past that make possible our dreams of
the future. Therefore, no celebration of
Hispanic Heritage Month wouldbe com-
plete without the awareness of the
struggles faced by our ancestors.
La Voz Latina, here at Trinity Col-
lege, would, therefore, like to invite the
entire Trinity community to come and
l b H
attending the events that will soon be
coming up. On Tuesday November
12th, 1991, from 8-11 p.m. in the
Rittenberg Lounge, La Voz Latina will
be presenting the first of various events
concerning the controversy behind the
"QuincentennialCelebration". Thisfirst
event will involve a panel of eight Trin-
ity professors who will discuss the
Quincentennial Celebration from the
point of view of their academic disci-
pline. Afterwards, there will be a ques-
tion and answer period where students
will be allowed to voice their opinions
and ask any questions to the panelists.
We hope that many of you will be
able to attend these and other events
that are being developed in order to
increase the awareness of the Trinity
community of the contibutions of His-
panics throughout our nation's history
and of the presence of Hispanic/Latino
students on our campus.
Sincerely,
celebrate ispanic Heritage Month by La Voz Latina
Sigma Nu Announces Annual Clothes Drive
To the Editor:
With the recent confirmation of
Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Court
I know that I, as well as other people are
becoming even more nervous about the
fate of our reproductive freedom. Many
of us wonder how this right could ever
be taken away from women. What we
need to remember, whether legal or not,
women are going to continue to have
abortions. Forty-six percentof all Ameri-
can women will have an abortion in their
lifetime. This statistic will not decrease
if abortion becomes .illegal. The only
statistic that will change is how many
women will die from abortions. Because
of the 6-3 Anti-Choice majority in the
Supreme Court, we expect that Roe v.
Wade will be overturned within the next
year and a half.
Since the Supreme Court seems to
be a dead end right now, we need to act
on a national level to make a woman's
right to choose a federal issue. The Su-
preme Court only interprets laws and
with Roe v. Wade being overturned, it
will be up to lawmakers to decide if
abortion should remain legal. We need
to focus on the Federal Freedom of Choice
Act. This act would make abortion legal
on the national level by putting the lan-
guage of Roe v. Wade into law. As
students, we can get involved politcally
to see that this act gets passed.
The Connecticut affiliate of
NARAL (The National Abortion Rights
Action League) will be hosting a discus-
sion on how we can make a difference by
becoming involved in the Pro-Choice
movement. NARAL has been a leader in
this movement and is dedicated to keep-
ing abortion safe and legal for all women.
The discussion will include background
as to what it means to be Pro-Choice,
what recent decisions have been made
regarding choice, and what our function
can be in this movement.
Please come to the Koeppel Center
on Thursday, November 7th at 8:00p.m.
to learn more about these pertinent is-
sues and see what you can do to keep this
option open to all women.
Sincerely,
Holly Stewart'92 .
To The Trinity Community,
The Brothers of Sigma Nu wish to
inform you that we will be beginning
our annual. clothes drive for the St.
Elizabeth's House (a soup kitchen and
shelter) the week of November 11. We
will go door to door on the nights of
Wednesday Nov. 13 and Thursday Nov.
14 to collect any clothes, blankets, tow-
els and shoes that you can spare. And,
after the Thanksgiving break, we will
again go through the dorms to collect
any items that you may have brought
back from home to donate. Through
your donations in the past, the students
of Trinity have provided thousands of
items that have-made the winters more
bearable for those at St. Elizabeth's,
; Thank you for your continued gen-
erosity.
Sincerely,
The Brothers of Sigma Nu
Painter Clarifies History Requirements
To the Editor,
On behalf of the History Depart-
ment I wish to thank you for the article in
the October 29 isssue about recent
changes in the history major. There are,
however, a couple of points that require
clarification.
The article stated that the History
Department is the "only" department to
require a General Examination, whereas
my point was that it was the only "large"
department to do so.
The other statement that needs
correction concerns the General Exami-
nation. It is not accurate to state that
there is "a question about stenographical
issues and historical evidence." As far as
I know we do not offer and do not plan to
offer andy courses or exams in the secre-
tarialarts. Thepointlwasmakingisthat
the General Examination contains a ques-
tion about "historiographical issues and
historical evidence."
I might add that all history exami-
nations are written in longhand.
. Sincerely,
Borden W. Painter, Jr.
Chairman
Department of History
Trinity's Administration Is Playing "The Bully"
To the Editor:
As SGA's student representa-
tive to the Board of Trustees' Strategic
Planning Committee, I have had oppor-
tunity to discuss the current and future
plans of the College with some of the
Trustees. Michael Zoob and I talked for
quite some time of showing the College's
location as a distinct advantage to the
student body. I saw in the future per-
haps a specialized department of the
College which sought to make Hartford
more accessible to the student body. How
convenient would it be to obtain perfor-
mance and perhaps seaon tickets to ven-
ues such as the Bushnell, the Civic Cen-
ter, Hartford Stage, Real Art Ways, and
have transportation perhaps included? I
was excited about ahving yet something
else to consider for my leisure time. I
thought also that this would help satiaite
the Board's desire to see the student body
patronizing Vernon Street a bit less of-
ten. I was sure that many of the students
would be attracted to these new oppor-
tunities to enjoy what Hartford has to
offer; some of the students would choose
these alternatives, even if infrequently.
1
 Now I find myself examining these excit-
ing prospects in the midst of the Greek
society debate.
Last academic year, when the
debate was hottest among the students
there were several dialogues. I attended
both an open microphone in the Cave
and a discussion with Dean Winer. After
Dean Winer's talk I cornered him on his
way home and was surprised to learn
that the possible aboltion of fraternities
on campus did not include sororities. I
recall that he said something to the effect
• that women were still new to the campus
and it was the administration's position
that they stillneeded some form of group
support center; he positioned the sorori-
ties' function as analogous to that of the
Umoja house for minorities. That, I de-
cided, was hypocrisy. Nonetheless, this
was the position of the College; I
conclueded that the administration was
not attempting to abolish the male-only
fraternities for their "sexist exclusivity",
since the sororities are by rights just as
discriminating. What they were (and
are) attempting to do in my opinion Was
eliminate the most popular form of lei-
sure activity for the majority of the stu-
dent body. With fraternities, and their
requisite parties "out of the picture" the
Board of Trustees would rejoice and it
was the administration's opinion that
life at Trinity would be more intellectual
and much less intoxicating, albeit mo-
notonous. It is strange to me that an
administration so concerned with diver-
sity and the inoffensive free exchange of
ideas (a stretch at best) was demeaning
itself in the role of a bully. Rather than
provide opportunities for the student
body's enrichment as it is paid to do, the
administrationflfirf the Board of Trustees
is rather uncrea tively eliminating its com-
petition.
Michael Zoob and his fellow
Trustees are not gaining any popularity
with the student body with their action.
The means by which they are seeking to
improve teh social condition of the stu-
dentbodyisnotonly incredibly unthink-
ing but injurious to themselves as a body
as well as to the satudents and the Col-
lege. If steps had been taken to provide
the students with real access to Hartford,
fraternity parties would become less
dominant in the social scene, which
would please the Board and place the
Administration in a good light and of
course would certainly increase the hap-
piness of,the student body. Instead, the
Board and the Administration havew
engendered distrust among the students
and possibly alienated hundreds of
alumni. They are now perceived as the
enemy of the student body by many,
Frankly, I am not surprised by
the actions of President Gerety and the
Board. Since my appointment to SGA
student representative to the Board, I
have been invited to attend only one
organizational meeting; I know the Trus t-
ees have been present on campus since,
and that the committee has met. I myself
have been alienated from the very com-
mittee which I was elected to observe, I
inquired after this and was never recon-
ciled. I have come to believe that among
other things the President and the Board
have no real interest in the morale or
opinions of the students that their very
existence depends upon.
Respectfully yours,
E. Clive Bard '93
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Defending Greeks From Possible Extinction
To the Editor:
As female members of the Trinity
Community, who are not members of
any Greek Organization, we feel the
time is long overdue for non-Greeks to
speak out against the accusations that
have been hurled at Trinity Fraternities
in past editions of the Tripod. Com-
plaints have ranged from calling Fra ter-
nities sexually discriminatory organi-
zations to accusing their atmospheres
of being more harrassing and assault-
ing to women than other social activi-
ties where women are present.
We have attended Trinity and its
fraternal organizations for over three
years and have not found these asser-
tions to be true or accurate. In fact, we
find that these accusations place blame
for a social problem unfairly on all-
Greek organizations, simply because
they are an easy target. Unfortunately,
sexism, sexual assault and harrassment
are prevalent and we have been victims
of and hurt by such behavior. Yet, to
claim that these acts are more common
in any given fraternity than they are in
abar, in the classroom, or anywhere else
where men and women interact is mis-
guided, ignorant and reeks of a blatant
search for a scapegoat.
The Greek system at Trinity offers
both coed and single sex organizations.
If, in fact, there were no coed options, or
if single sex options were only available
to one gender, one would claim dis-
crimination. However, this is not the
case. To claim that "separate but equal"
is not enough to alleviate sexual dis-
crimination, is not only to deny the le-
gitimacy of single sex Greek organiza-
tions, but of other single sex groups as
well. We doubt anyone would write to
the Tripod suggesting that The
Trinitones or After Dark was guilty of
sexual discrimination. Clearly, single
sex singing groups have been recog-
nized by society as being just culturally
beneficial as coed groups. The problem
with manymembers of The Trinity Com-
munity is that they are too bigoted to
open their eyes to the social and cultural
benefits of both types of Greek Organi-
zation as well.
Accusations have also been made
that admission to Greek Organizations is
selective and sometimes arbitrary; the
same can be said of Trinity's Admissions
Policy. All strive to accept those appli-
cants who feel they will best contribute
to their respective communities. If one
were to deny fraternities/sororities the
right to be selective, Trinity would have
to be denied that right as well. Certainly,
no one wold make that argument.
Participation in Greek life is not
limited to membership. Everyone on
campus is welcome to benefit from their
educationallectures, community projects
and social events. Many criticisms of the
social life at Trinity have focused on fra-
ternities as the problem. Complaints
have been made that the existence of
such a socially active Greek system pre-
cludes the existence of other social op-
tions. However, the obvious answer to
the problem of not enough options is to
add more, not to take one away. Clearly
not everyone attends or enjoys fraternity
parties, but this is not justification for
removing that choice for people who do.
No one is forcing Trinity students to
participate in the Greek social life if they
do not want to.
It is unfortunate that such inflam-
matory accusations have been made so
vocally against the Greek System that
we now feel it is necessary to defend
from possible extinction a positive and
benficial aspect of our school. We can
only hope the Trustees, faculty and stu-
dents of Trintiy College will engage in
fair, open-minded discussion before
making a decision that may have detri-
mental effects on the future of the Trin-
ity Community.
The first step towards an unbi-
ased discussion is the recognition of
commonly felt sentiments such as ours.
We beleive and support the Greek Sys-
tem, and we hope future Trinity stu-
dents will be given the opportunity to
say the same as well.
Sincerely,
Molly Buck '92
Petula Gordon '92
Jennifer Yourdon '92
Laura Weintraub '92
Restriction Of Insensitive Speech:
Disguised Form Of Censorship
To the Editor:
Recentiy at Trinity, I became in-
volved in-a discussion concerning the
merits of the restriction of insensitive
speech. It was argued by its proponents
mat such a ban would create a more
harmonious atmosphere at Trinity, with
the direct implication that an enhance-
ment of learning would follow this im-
provement. As much as I would like to
improve the environment of our school,
I am unwilling to submit to this dis-
guised form of censorship, for it compro-
mises my constitutional right to freedom
of speech. Intolerance is the very root of
censorship and if through such restric-
tions the administration hopes to ensure
an atmosphere of tolerance it has com-
promised its mission from the outset. In
.fact, the deepest hypocrisy, perhaps at
Trinity, and definitely other institutions
of higher learning is the selective nature
with which these institutions choose to
protect ideological freedom.
At the heart of this issue is free-
dom of speech and whether educational
institutions have the authority to usurp
this right. Indeed, they do not have this
power, for the rights guaranteed by the
Constitution supercede any restrictions
that might be imposed on college stu-
dents by their administration. Although
some institutions justify bans on insensi-
tive language by refering to 18th and
19thcentury statutes restricting the juris-
diction of local authorities with regard to
a local college campus and the actions of
its students, it does not follow from these
antiquated laws that the college can dis-
regard fundamental constitutional rights.
Insensitive speech or conduct, as long as
it is not overly inciteful, must be toler-
ated on college campuses. The diversity
of opinion must be maintained under all
circumstances, regardless as to whether
it is in accordance with current trends on
' campus.
In fact, the restriction of insen-
sitive language is both impractical and
fundamentally unrealistic. Envision the
following example: A black youth from a
small town in the rural south comes to a
liberal north eastern institution that has
enacted such restrictions. For four years,
he lives in complete freedom from the
racismhe once regularly experienced. In
fact, with another two of three years at a
similar graduate school, this overt rac-
ism is all but insignificant in the daily life
of this student. But, upon returning home
after graduate school, he is called
"nigger," and his seven year Utopian
experience is shattered by the reality of
the world. Does not this impractical and
contrived collegiate situation serve only
to increase the sting of the racismhe now
faces regularly? I would suggest it does;
for racism and racial discrimination exist
in our society and it is ludicrous for col-
leges to combat this problem inamanner
that will only backfire with added astrin-
gency in the real world. This is not to
advocate racism on college campuses,
but rather to demonstrate the unjust and
unrealistic nature of the manner in which
many administrations hope to eliminate
this problem.
Having ended this part of the
discussion, the other par ticipants moved
on to a discussion of the equal rights bills
and the merits of such laws for improv-
ing the society, by affirming the rights of
minorities and other special interest
groups. For reasons similar to those
stated above, I found myself disagreeing
with the principles of such legislation. It
is my assertion that subjective legisla-
tion, in fact, polarizes and alienates seg-
ments of the society, rather than uniting
the citizens of the United States as citi-
zens under one inclusive codeified body
of law. Rather than identifying them-
selves as members of the nation, indi-
viduals and groups of individuals will
identify themselves by special interest
groups which defeats the purpose of the
Constitution, (We the People), and un-
dermines the concept of a nation in which
all citizens are equal before the law.
Indeed the purpose of the Con-
gress is not to produce laws that apply to
selected groups or individuals, but in-
stead to create laws that apply to a nation
of citizens. It is very likely that the spe-
cific individualization of such laws will
- cause contradictions because the nature
of these laws will be just as diverse as the
individuals they proport to protect. It is
realistic to assert that the myriad of
tangled laws created by this legislation
will become so great that the exectuive
branch will be rendered unable to ad-
equately enforce them.
Discrimination exists in our so-
ciety and it should not be reinforced
through specific and discriminatory leg-
islation, rather it should be combatted
through the selective Action of the execu-
tive and judicial branches of our govern-
ment. Indeed, I am against discrimina-
tion of all forms, even in the legislation of
the law, and for the rights of blacks,
hispanics, and women but for the rights
which they share in common with all
citizens, namely those professed in the
Bill Of Rights.
Sincerely,
Michael Higgins'94
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Sparse Atendance Doesn't Dampen Vibrant Discussion
Students Voice Concerns At1 Talk With Tom"
D BY PETER M. FRIEDMAN
Associate Editor
That the 1991-92 edition of "Talk
With Tom" was dominated by the issue
of fraternities and sororities should come
as a surprise to none. The crowd of
around 35, which was smaller than ex-
pected, had a chance to talk with Presi-
dent Tom Gerety for just over two hours.
The event, which took place in the Wash-
ington Room was sponsored by the Of-
fice of Residential Life.
President Gerety made no open-
ing statement, but rather began by en-
couraging questions from the crowd. The
first question was blunt and to the point;
the President was asked what he would
do about the presence of fraternities on
campus. President Gerety responded by
saying that since the decision really lay
with the trustees it would be irrespon-
sible and unproductive for him to give
his opinions.
"No matter how I feel I must be in
a position to lead the school whatever
decision the Board of Trustees make."
President Gerety said. "I also want to
make it very clear that there is ho preor-
dained decision. The question as to the
continued existence of fraternities and
sororities is being given very serious and
fair consideration by our Trustees."
Next, a question came from the
floor about the school's financial health
given the nation-wide recession. The
President said that the school was not in
debt, and in fact has balanced its budget
for 21 straight years. President Gerety
was then pressed about the small size of
the College's endowment ($148 million)
in comparison to other schools such as
Williams and Amherst. He was quick to
point out that while the school's endow-
ment is not enormous, most other small
schools, (in fact half of the schools in our
athletic conference) are saddled with
deficits.
The President was quick to assign
credit for Trinity's financial stability to
Robert A. Pedemonti '60, the College's
Vice President of Finance. Although he
said Trinity could not maintain the fran-
tic pace of growth that it underwent in
the 1980's, he expected sustained growth
for the school in the 90's.
David Gerber '92, then queried
the President on Trinity's failure to ap-
pear in U.S. News and World Report's
annual list of the top 25 small colleges.
Mr. Gerber and President Gerety en-
gaged in colloquy all evening. Not only
did Mr. Gerber press the President on
U.S. News., but as President of Saint
Anthony Hall, he peppered Gerety with
questions on fraternities.
On the issue of the U.S. News poll
the President cautioned against putting
toomuchstockintoasingleranking. He
pointed out thatthe College consistently
scores highly in the Fiske Guide to Col-
leges and other similar publications. In
an effort to at least partly answer why
the school's ranking has suffered in the
last two years President Gerety affirmed
that the reason was that Trinity uses
many part-time teachers, which deflates
statistics dealing with the faculty.
After handling two questions that
dealt with the pragmatic side of his job,
the President fielded the next question
about an academic issue. Eli Lake '94
asked Gerety aboutfhe prospects of Trin-
ity adding multi-cultural course require-
ment to its academic structures. After
pointing out that any such decision
would have to be mandated by the Cur-
•
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riculum Committee and not by him, the
President made an eloquent argument
against Mr. Lake's proposal.
"Part of a liberal arts education
requires choice, to force people to take
classes so that we can impose morals on
them makes for an ambiguity which
would require me to think long and
hard. We do better by seeking a greater
diversity of curriculum than we do by
forcing people to take classes. The idea
of that requirement seems antithetical
to a liberal education," said President
Gerety.
Goingfurther, the Presidentmen-
tioned that he thought that this line of
reasoning might also apply to general
education requirements as well. While
• not stating that he would or even had
the power to do so, Gerety said that it
JKES conceivable that suchrequirements
could be done away with on those
grounds.
President Gerety then faced a host
of questions dealing with student life at
Trinity. In particular the questions fo-
cused on shortages of both housing .
space and space in Mather Campus
Center for student activities. In response
to a question from Rachel Schreier '93
the President said that he sympathized
with the plighiof the students and that
he has strongly pushed for changes,
especially in dealing with the latter prob-
lem. However he noted that with 8,000
events scheduled for Mather Hall per
semester that not everyone can get
what they want. That notwithstand-
ing, Gerety saidhe would redouble his
efforts to make sure that the Mather
Hall staff would accommodate stu-
dents before dealing with outsiders
who want to reserve space.
On the subject of housing, the
President said that there were no plans
to build any new dormitories. Instead,
he emphasized that housing problems
will have to be dealt within the current
;
 parameters of available rooms. Presi-
dentGerety mentioned thatthepresent
lottery system will undergo evalua-
rionby the Dean of Students, Dr. David
Winer.
Much of the latter part of the
"Talk With Tom" was taken up by an
exchange between Andrew Boerstling
'92, Arin Wolfson '92, Lisa Sequenzia
.'93 and the President himself. The
three students, all members of Saint
Anthony Hall, expressed their con-
cerns about faculty-student relations
in light of the tensions over the Frater-
nity issue, and what Ms. Sequenzia
termed "The apparent unwillingness
on thepart of the faculty to have mean-
ingful discourse on the subject."
PresidentGerety, who appeared
uncomfortable in the role of playing
mediator between a curiously absent
faculty and a small student group, sug-
gested continued attempts from both
sides to open lines of dialogue. W
,t
BRYAN HUIE
President Gerety answering student questions at "Talk With Tom."
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SG A Reaches Decision
On Butcher Portrait
• BYAMYMcGILL
News Writer
Last Spring SGA representatives
proposed the motion that a portrait of
Professor Butcher be painted and placed
in Hamlin Hall. After much debate the
SGA reworked their motion to suggest
that the Koeppel Student Center would
be a more appropriate place to hang the
portrait.
"It had a new 90's outlook," said
Christopher Foley, SGA Vice President
of Finances." Where Hamlin was a place
forancienthistory,KoeppelStudentCen-
ter could be one for new history."
The motion was approved by the
SGA, passed along to President Gerety
and finally to the Board of Trustees. The
Trustees, however, felt that the lounge
on the first floor of the Mathematics,
Computing, and Engineering Center
would be a better place to hang the por-
trait.
"This decision was based on three
reasons," said Mr. Foley. "Professor
Butcherwasamathprofessor, the lounge
is more visible than the Koeppel Center,
and the picture is right for the place."
SGA representatives see the por-
trait as an opportunity to recognize co-
education at Trinity College. Felicia Bra-'
dley '94, Chairman of the committee in
charge of the portrait, suggests that the
painting will represent "the concept of
co-education and having women, as
throughout history, taking part in this
intellectualism."
While it has been decided that the
portrait will be placed in the MCEC, not
all SGA representatives agree with the
decision.
"I wanted to stay with our original
choice," said Emilie East '94. "First, I
didn't want to see the SGA back down to
the administration for a second time.
Secondly, we decided to put up the pic-
ture as an example of diversity. It be-
came an issue of symbolizing and recog-
nizing diversity at Trinity College."
"We hope to make this a new tra-
dition. In my opinion by putting Profes-
sor Butcher's portrait into the Math Cen-
ter it loses symbolic meaning. To put her
in the Koeppel Student Center would
have started a tradition, not honoring
her as just a math professor, but her
diversity as a professor," Ms. East added.
Felicia Bradley feels that the por-
trait recognizes co-education, rather than
diversity, at Trinity. "I have no prob-
lems with it being in the Mathematics,
Computing, and EngineeringCenter. It's
not my first choice but when weighing
the options I have no problems with it,"
she said.
Christopher Foley '94 spoke on
behalf of the SGA and supported their
decision. "I feel the portrait of Marjorie
Butcher is a step in the right direction for
acknowledging diversity at Trinity Col-
lege, ancTI sincerely feel that she would
be proud to be placed in the Mathemat-
ics, Computing, and Engineering Cen-
ter."
The funding for the portrait will
come from SGA, President Gerety's of-
fice, the Dean's office, Alumni and Trust-
ees. Professor Butcher was notifiedabout
the portrait last spring.
In 1956 Marjorie V. Butcher was
appointed to the faculty of Trinity Col-
lege. Prof. Butcher started her career at
Trinity as a part-time instructor in math-
ematics. In 1959 she became a lecturer in
Mathematics, Associate Professor in 1974,
and in 1979 Professor of Mathematics.
She retired in 1989, ten years after she
became the first woman to be named a
full professor at Trinity College.^
Campus Burglarii
. continued from page 1
Safety and the police also proved to be a
major factor in tracking down the ac-
cused criminal. Two Trinity students
were able to provide a positive identifi-
cation of the accused to the police. Both
students had confronted the individual
during an attempted burglary.
One such incident occurred at the
Psi-Upsilon fraternity house on Tues-
Intoxicated Student Tried To Sit On Kerrigan's Bike...
On The Bike Beat
• BYJAYAKASIE
Managing Editor
At approximately 10:30 on Fri-
day, October25, Campus Safety Bike
Patroler David Kerrigan stopped at
Northam Towers, the site of a large
party.
According to Director of Cam-
pus Safety Brian Kelly, a student
from the party attempted to sit on
Officer Kerrigan's mountain bike.
"The two exchanged words,"
saidMr. Kelly, "and the student went
into Northam."
TheCampusSafetyOfficer fol-
lowed the student into the dormi-
Campus Safety Director
Brian Kelly
tory, but cut off the pursuit upon
obtaining what he thought was the
student's name,
Mr. Kelly said that Officer
Kerrigan checked the name with
bystanders who told the Campus
Safety Officer that the student had
given him a fictitious name. Those
who witnessed the situation pro-
vided Mr. Kerrigan with the student's
true identity.
The student then ran out of
Northam, and Officer Kerrigan re-
sumed his bike patrol. However,
only a minute later the two met again
under the Cook Arch.
"In the student's haste to run
away, he ran out of his shoes, and in
an attempt to recover a shoe, pushed
Officer Kerrigan away," said Mr.
Kelly.
Mr. Kelly said that it was de-
termined thatthe student
was intoxicated.
"There is a strong
indication that the situa-
tion was prompted by
the abuse of alcohol," he
said. Mr. Kelly also said
that there was no long-
term injuries on either
side.
The Campus
Safety Director is still
talking to officers and
students at the scene of
the exchange, and said
that so far there have
been no active com-
plaints from students.
Mr. Kelly declined
to release the name of
the student, explaining
that the investigation is
pending.
He said that he is
ANNE WEEKS
trying to come to a quick resolution
of the case, but is ceratin that when
the investigation is over the case will
go to the Dean of Students for review
and action. ®
Fsl-il brother Ted O'Connor '92 shows pledge Sob
the fraternity's new security system.
day, October, 15 at approximately 7:00
p.m. Hearing suspicious footsteps on
the back staircase of the house, one'resi-
dent decided to investigate. The con-
frontation led to a chase. For ten min-
utes, the student, along with two others,
chased the accused on foot down Broad
Street. However, because the students
were approximately
thirty yards behind
him, the individual
was able to escape.
A week later
the accused returned,
targeting this time the
Cleo house. On Octo-
ber 21 between 6:00
and 6:30 p.m., the ac-
cused entered an un-
locked room where a
student was asleep.
Upon awakening she
confronted him. De-
scribing him as "a
pretty smooth char-
acter," she alleges
that, "He said he was
looking for a friend
and I told him to
leave." He did, but
only after having
taken the keys to a
car. The vehicle was
later recovered.
The Jarvis and
Wheaton dormitories
and the Alpha Chi
CYNTHIA KRON
Rho fraternity house were also broken
into during this period. Because the
crimes are related in their method of
operation, time, and location, Mr. Kelly,
along with the police, believes that the
same man is responsible for each of the
burglaries. In fact, on December 7 of last
year, the accused was arrested after break-
ing into the Ogilby dormitory and steal-
ing property from a room.
Although many new security pre-
cautions have been taken including bars
on the first floor windows of Wiggins
and a new security system at the Psi-
Upsilon house, the fact remains that the
accused is still at large.
The most effective security pre-
caution is the students' awareness and
cooperation. Mr Kelly states, "I cannot
emphasize the importance of heeding
the security alerts. It is essential to lock
all doors and windows. The individual
often looks for those vulnerable points of
entry."
Mr. Kelly does not believe the ac-
cused to be potentially dangerous or
harmful to individuals. Every time he
has been confronted, he has fled. How-
ever, as long as he is around, the accused
still does pose a very real threat to the
campus. Nevertheless, Mr. Kelly affirms
that he is "optimistic that he will be ap-
prehended shortly."
Those who have confronted the
accused, however, are less reassured. As
one student argues, "He comes all the
time. He'll be back."®
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Four Students, Two Professors Participated...
Greek Issue Debated Before Faculty Conference
• BY JANE REYNOLDS
News Editor
The dialogue on the future of fra-
ternities and sororities continued when a
debate was sponsored by the Faculty
Conference on Tuesday October 29.
Prof, of Religion Frank Kirkpatrick
made sure to distinguish the Faculty Con-
ference from the Faculty Committee on
Fraternities and Sororities, which was
"not organized to debate the issue."
Prof. Kirkpatrick noted that as the
faculty may be asked to vote on fraterni-
ties again, there should be an effort to
Pike Admits To
Mather Art Theft
continued from page 1
"We left it up to the pledges. Since
they weren't instructed to take it and we
never encouraged them to take it, we just
assigned them the responsibility of re-
turning it," said Mr. Maglio.
Certain,members of Pike were
also aware that the art was ruined.
"Once we found out it was de-
stroyed, we left it up to them to contact
the artist and offer him compensation.
Over the following few weeks they've
been in the process of collecting money
and draftinganapologeticlettertohim,"
said Mr. Maglio. The pledges had de-
cided to offer money to Mr. Bryan as part
of their apology.
"The pledges were dragging their
feet in attempting compensation. In do-
ing so, these events came to the attention
of the Dean of Students Office before the
pledges rectified the situation," he said.
Mr. Bryan was not contacted by
Pike representatives until Thursday,
October 31. According to Mr. Maglio, he
will accept the money as partial compen-
sation.
"Pike was wrong not to have as-
sumed responsibility as an organization
from the beginning. It was a Pike event
gone awry and we are sincerely apolo-
getic for not assuming responsibility
immediately," said Mr. Maglio. "We
apologize to Mr. Bryan and the Trinity
community for not acting sooner," he
continued.
After being contacted by Pike, Mr.
Bryan noted that "it wasn't a big surprise
that it was a student. I kind of assumed
it was."
Mr. Bryan also expressed some
doubt as to whether the art was acciden-
tally or intentionally destroyed, but he
said "it's gone whether or not it was
deliberate." • . *
"One person did a stupid thing
but the bottom line is everyone is treat-
ing me really nicely; everyone did what
they could," said Mr. Bryan.
The artist is not planning to press
criminal charges.
Dean Peters noted that there is an
"ongoing investigation" and that "to
this point, no penalties have been levied
against any individual or group."
The investigation will foeus on
whether it was just an incident between
a few individuals and the artist and how
much the fraternity as a whole knew.
"I'm very uncomfortable with the
fact that members of Pike had knowl-
edge of the theft and the destruction and
the responsibility that comes with that
knowledge," he said.
"What concerns me, and the real
question is, are these types of actions
typical of a fraternity event," or "is this a
truly isolated incident?" said Dean Pe-
ters.
Director of Mather Hall Anne T.
Gushee said "I am deeply saddened by
the lack of sensitivity of the students
who stole John's photographs; it is in-
conceivable to me that there could be
such ignorance or naivete."
"As I told John Bryan, this instance
has given us an opportunity for major
consciousness raising aboutwhatis truly
important. My sorrow, though, is that it
had to happen this way," added Ms.
Gushee. w
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"allow faculty to educate themselves on
this issue." Since the last faculty vote on
fraternities and sororities was taken ten
years ago, "situations have changed in
some respect," including new faculty
members whohavenotyethadthechance
to vote.
Malcom MacLean '92, Sarah
Moldenhauer '93, and Assoc. Professor
of Music Gerald Moshell took the pro-
Greek side, while Kim Simmons '92,
Tovah Kasdin '92, and Asst. Professor of
Philosophy Dan Lloyd spoke against the
continued existence of fraternities and
sororities. Each speaker was given eight
minutes to speak, with a question and
answer session following the comple-
tion of all six speeches.
Mr. MacLean, a member of Pike,
said, "I certainly am not here to imply
__tha t all things are rosy " however "fta ter-
nities and sororities do indeed provide
irreplacable and necessary aspects to this
community." "~-
The houses, according to Mr.
MacLean, provide space for social
activites on campus. "At present, no
money is spent by the College for stu-
dent social events. All activities and
events are funded by SGA through the
Student Activities Fund paid for by the
students."
He also suggested that Greek or-
ganizations give its members the oppor-
tunity to be involved with activites of
which they would not otherwise be a
part. "If most members were not part of
a Fraternity many people would find it
difficult to become a part of a Commu-
nity Outreach to do the Community Ser-
vice.
Ms. Simmons argued on the basis
that Greek organizations are discrimina-
tory. "Yet fraternities, single-sex, male
dominated, homogenous groups; groups
which blatantly discriminate on the basis
of gender, groups which choose new
members on their ability to fit into the
established culture continue to dominate
the social world of Trinity students."
She then took issue with what she
saw as four main arguments in support
of Greeks: students want them, all
insitutions are selective anyway, they fill
a psychological need and encourage
people to do good things, and that if
more Greeks organizations were allowed
to form everyone could have a place.
Ms. Moldenhauer spoke not as a
representative of Kappa Kappa Gamma,
but as "a concerned member of the Trin-
ity community. She stated that "if Trin-
ity bans Greeks from its campus, they
will continue."
She also tried to separate the Greek
system from association with excessive
drinking and sexual assault. "The issue
should not be how to get rid of the Greeks
on campus; it should be how to stop
excessive drinking and sexual assault,"
said Ms. Moldenhauer. Her suggestion
was to use the Greeks as a resource to
educate Trinity students instead of ban-
ning them. "Help Greeks to help Trin-
ity," said Ms. Moldenhauer.
Ms. Kasdin concentrated on the
issues of sexual harrassment and assault
as arguments against the Greeks. She
sees the fraternal bond as "a barrier for
women on this campus" which "pre-
vents justice from being done." She also
spoke of the difficulties encountered by
women who are sexually assaulted by
fraternity members.
Ms. Kasdin said that "reforrrtis not
the answer" and that "the only true logi-
cal answer is to abolish thiiri."
' Prof. Moshell said he was speak-
ing "not so rriuchas a faculty member in
favor of fraternities and sororities but as
a faculty member in favor of fraternities'
and sororities' right to exist."
Prof. Moshell also stated that
"sexual separation does not necessarily
equate with sexism" and that "Trinity
promotes sexual differentiation all over
the landscape: sports teams, singing
groups, rest rooms, and locker rooms."
Prof. Lloyd stated that "institutions
speak louder than individuals" and that
the messages communicated by the
Greeks are "antithetical to values which
the faculty profess."
Prof. Lloyd noted that "the selec-
tion [to Greek organizations] is based not
on skill or specific attitude but on per-
sonal traits like congeniality or pleasant-
ness of personality or appearance." He
also argued that "there is an inherent
oppositionbetween the institutional com-
mitments of the faculty and those of the
Greek system." ® l
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HlStoiy Department Annual HART. Congress Held
To Be Reviewed
• BY KEVIN KINNEY
News Writer
Ten years ago the Curriculum
Committee began doing reviews of in-
dividual academic departments, con-
centrating on two departmentsperyear.
This year the History Department is the
subject of one of these reviews.
During the first semester of the
year the History Department will be
doing a self-examination of its courses
and its overall performance. Then the
Department will write a report to the
Curriculum Committee and during the
second semester of the year there will
be three professors from other schools
who will come in and do their own
evaluations and submit them to the
Committee.
During this semester different
professors will be analyzing various
aspects of the Department and Chair-
man of the History Department Profes-
sor Borden Painter, says, "This is a
good year to do this because everyone is
here."
• In the past few years many of the
History professors have been on leave
while this year there are only a few
away who will be back next semester.
Professor Painter looks on the review
with a positive outlook stating that the
review is not at all a threatening thing
but rather a "useful exercise" that only
serves to improve the Department and
focus on aspects that need attention.
The Department has had regular
meetings to discuss issues pertinent to
the review and is presently defining an
agenda. Evaluating the seminars will
be one task. Professor Painter explains
that there are two types of seminars -
the first type requires an upper level
research paper that allows a student to
demonstrate the ability to study a cer-
tain subject in depth. The other type
covers more material requiring a num-
ber of short papers and a modest term
paper.
The issue is whether the Depart-
ment should have both types or rather
one of the two. This is an important
issue as more and more students have
been taking thesis courses over the past
few years. There has also been some talk
of using videos in the classes as an added
tool for teaching. Other examples of
issues to be discussed are questions such
as how many courses are taken by non-
majors and how many people switch
over to history from other majors. On
the topic of research materials Professor
Painter has had a meeting with the head
librarian to keep up the collection of
history texts which already outstrips that
of Middlebury or Bates.
In discussing the actual courses
the Department has talked about
renumbering the whole system as they
analyze courses and evaluating the dif-
ficulty level of each. Also, Professor
Painter mentioned a "possibility of do-
ing more comparative courses... or do-
ing topics within the courses that are
comparative." One problem that arises,
though,, is the question of who will teach
the new courses. Any such changes
therefore have to come out of the people
in the Department and the verbalization
of these issues is the first key step to
positive changes.
Professor Painter sees this review
as an excellent opportunity to take a
close look at what the Department is
doing and feels "It is good to let students
know what is going on in a professional
way." <$£>
D B Y A M E S R O B B
Special to the Tripod
Hartford Areas Rally Together
(H.A.R.T.) held its 16th Annual Com-
munity Congress on October 25. Each
year H.A.R.T. holds the Congress to
bring members of all its neighborhood
groups together to reflect on the activi-
ties of the past year and to prepare for
the year ahead. This year's Congress,
which was attended by more than 700
people, provided an opportunity for
Hartford City Council candidates to
state their platforms and for Hartford
residents to vote on H.A.R.T.'s issue
agenda for the upcoming year.
Located on Park Street, H.A.R.T.
is a neighborhood organization which
is committed to making Hartford a bet-
ter, safer place to live. H.A.R.T. began in
1974 as a group of neighborhood resi-
dents and religious leaders who met to
discuss community problems and de-
vise solutions. Since then, H.A.R.T. has
evolved into an alliance of some of
Hartford's strongest and most active
neighborhood groups. Over the years,
H.A.R.T.'s neighborhood groups have
been successful in projects ranging from
forcing absentee landlords to take care
of their properties, to assuring fair prop-
erty tax assessments for Hartford resi-
dents. H.A.R.T. remains committed to
its grass-roots philosophy and to pro-
viding workable solutions to some of
the most challenging issues facing Hart-
ford residents today.
All of the City Council Candida tes
from the Democratic, Republican, and
People For Change parties Were present
and participated in the City Council
Candidate'sForum. Each candidate was
asked to state his or her position on a list
of resolutions which was formulated by
H.A.R.T members over the last year. '
The resolutions address issues uch as
community policing, quality of educa-
tion, restoration of bulk trash pick-up by
the city, drug-free school zones (which
impose stiffer penalties for drug offenses
in areas surrounding city schools) and
affordable housing. H.A.R.T. members
believe that implementation of this list
of resolutions is essential to the revital-
ization of Hartford and the improve-
ment of city neighborhoods. The only
resolution out of the list of fourteen that
did not receive the unanimous support
of City Council candidates was one re-
quiring regulations governing drug-
trade stores in Hartford, stores that sell
beepers, expensive sneakers, cellular
phones and/or drug paraphernalia.
In setting the issue agenda this
year, Hartford residents in attendance
were asked to choose six issues from a
list of twenty-six that they would like to
see specifically addressed by H.A.R.T.
in the upcoming year. The issues cho-
sen, in order of popularity were: afford-
able housing, property tax relief, reduc-
tion of automobile insurance rates for
Hartford residents, drug free school
zones, employment opportunities and
community policing.
As H.A.R.T. continues to grow and
respond to the needs of the community,
more programs are developed and more
people are becoming involved. Currently
there are six Trinity students interning
at H.A.R.T. as part of the Studies in
Progressive American Social Movements
minor. Trinity is also involved with
H.A.R.T. as a participant in the.Home
Ownership Made Easy program.
H.O.M.E. program. H.O.M.E. provides
low-interest loans to first-time home
buyers in the city of Hartford as part of
an effort to increase the number of owner-
occupied homes. Trinity and Connecti-
cut National Bank were two of the first
institutions to pledge financial support
for the project and were recently joined
by Hartford Hospital and Mechanics
Savings Bank. W
A Safe and Enjoyable Halloween On Vernon St
The organizers from Community Out-
reach had two goals for Trinity's second an-
nual Halloween on Vernon Street which took
place Thursday. They wanted to provide a
safe environment for local kids to trick-or-
frtiat, and they hoped to orchestrate a true all-
Lampus event When asked if those
goals were met, Nicole Criscione
'9% one of the organizers, answered,
Definitely!" An estimated 450
peopkcamefromthroughoutHart-
ford to Trinity for the activities.
Among the attractions were
a haunted house at Alpha Chi Rho,
' touchy-feely" things (so-called brains, guts,
and eyeballs to handle) at Cleo, ghost stories
at 71 KA, balloon decorating at Psi U, and
bobbing for apples at Alpha Delta Phi. Re-
freshmentswereavailableatfheUmojaHouse,
courtesy of Trinity Coalition of Black Women
Organization and the Pan-African Alliance.
QCPSS for a night SUZANNETAITENSM T ^ n ^ draw was the candy distrib-
and she's asked to bob for apples? u t e d to trick-or-treaters. Distributing goodies
were La Voz Latina, Students For Equality,
Praxis, the RA's, and many other Trinity stu-
dents. Chaperoning were Trinity students
fromtheSGA,theNeighborhoodPosse,KKG,
MA, XN, and St. Elmo.
Grateful that a steady drizzle did not
keep people away, Ms. Criscione
noted that Koeppel Center was
packed with children and parents
sippinghottiderprovidedbyTCAC.
The children were invited
through Trinity's community ser-
vice programs, including tutoring at
McDonough, Kennelly, Burns and
Betances schools, the Center for Youth and
City Resources, Trinity Camp for Kids, Quirk
Arts Exploration, and the Neighborhood
Posse.
Regarding Trinity particpation, Ms.
Criscione said "We were really impressed
with everyone. This shows that we are con-
cerned and we do want to be a part of the
community." Boo who?
j
CHRISTINE SIEGFRIED
Eager youngsters receive balloons from
Ted O'Connor '92 at Psi Upsilon
Seniors Drummond Boord and Drew
KemaHan tell terrifying tales at Pi Kappa Aipha to trick-or-treaters young and oid
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On And Around Campus
French Majors
The French language pro-
ficiency exam will be given
Thursday, November 14, start-
ing at "4:00 p.m., in Seabury 14.
All students planning to take
the exam must register with the
secretary of Modern Languages,
Mrs. Shorey, in Seabury 23, and
pick up the essay questions a
week in advance. All French
majors, Plan A or B, must take
this exam.
R.A. Challenge
First prize ($300 Marriot
catering credit) went to the Mu-
sic Dorm for their presentation
of student bands in the Cave on
the Saturday of Alcohol Aware-
ness Week. Second prize ($200
credit) went to the Student Gov-
ernment Association for "Get
Drunk with S.G.A." on Thurs-
day (24th). Third prize ($100
credit) went to the Praxis Dorm
for the "Star Wars Trilogy" on
Sunday (27th). Winners were
judged on attendance, creativ-
ity and other appropriate crite-
ria. The money must be used for
a second all campus non-alco-
holic program before May 1992.
Thanks to Marriot for sponsor-
ing the R. A. Challenge and to all
those who participated.
Career Counseling
There will be an inter-
viewing workshop in Alumni
Lounge at 7 p.m. on Tuesday,
November 5th. Plan on attend-
ing to find out how to conduct
yourself in an interview and the
ways in which die Career Coun-
seling Office can help!
Interviews for Teacher
Search are being held on Thurs-
day, November 7th so if you are
interested, come to the C.C.O.
and pre-register.
Views from the Other
Side, a new program offered by
the C.C.O., will be held on Mon-
day, November 11th in Alumni
Lounge at 7 p.m. Come and lis-
ten to members of the class of
1991 share their experiences
during senior year job searches
and subsequent employment,
both positive and negative. This
program should be helpful to
anyone, no matter what stage of
the process you are in!
CORO Foundation is
holding an information session
in Alumni Lounge on Tuesday,
November 12th.
Dare to Discover will be
held in the Career Counseling
Office on November 12th. Se-
niors should meet at 4 p.m. and
non-seniors at 6 p.m. Everyone
must pre-register and fill out
the necessary inventories prior
to the meetings.
Drop-in Hours are Tues-
days, Wednesdays and Thurs-
days from 1:30 to 3:30 so come in
and visit!
Prospective Interns
Beginning this semester,
students intending to undertake
internships next spring must
register them on November 8,
the deadline for advance regis-
tration. The paperwork need not
be completed at that time, but
YOU MUST REGISTEITYOUR
INTENTION TO DO AN IN-
TERNSHIP. Please contact the
Internship Office, x2382, with
any questions, or come to the
Information Session in Seabury
14 at 12:45 p.m. on Thursday,
November 7.
CALENDAR
Lectures
6 Wednesday
"Riabushinsky Circle: In-
dustrialists, Liberals and Old
Believers in Late Imperial Rus-
sia," by Trinity College Associ-
ate Professor o/ History James
L. West. 4 p.m. Faculty Club,
Hamlin Hall. Faculty Lecture
; Series. ,
,1 7 Thursday
,' "Reproductive Rights: A
Supreme Court Update," by
Adrienne Fulco, lecturer in
women's studies at Trinity Col-
lege. 12:15 p.m. Women's Cen-
ter, Mather Hall. Lunch Series
1991 presented by the Trinity
Women's Center and the Trin-
ity College Faculty Grants Of-
fice.
"Boom Novel and Cold
War in Latin America," by Pro-
fessor Neil Larsen of Northeast-
ern University. 4 p.m. Seabury
9-17. This is the Jose Marti lec-
ture of the Latin America Stud-
ies Program at Trinity College
for the fall of 1991.
"A Medieval Bestiary of
Love- Feminism in the 13th Cen-
tury?," by Purdue University
Professor Jeanette Beer, one of
the country's most distin-
guished medieval scholars. 4:15
p.m. Rittenburg Lounge, Mather
Hall. Sponsored by the depart-
ment of modern languages and
literature.
Chapel
The Installation of the
Reverend Ann Stoughton
Charles as Chaplain of Trinity
College will be celebrated at 7
p.m. on Thursday, 7 November.
Holy Eucharist and Cel-
ebration-of a new Ministry, the
Right Reverend Arthur E.
Walmsley presiding. 7 p.m.
Sunday, 10 November.
Evening Prayer will be
said weekdays at 5 p.m. It will
be held in the Friendship Chapel
on Mondays, Thursdays, and
Fridays, and in the Crypt Chapel
on Tuesdays.
Roman Catholic Mass will
be held on Sundays at 5 p.m.
Exhibitions
"Mark Twain's Hartford
Connections," the inaugural ex-
hibition of the Mark Twain Me-
morial Program at Trinity Col-
lege. Watkinson Library, Trin-
ity College Library. Hours: Mon-
day through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. through January 31.
"Persistence of Nature:
Recent Works by Joan Wadleigh
Curran" will be on display in
the Austin Arts Center's Widner
Gallery. Hours: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
daily through Sunday, Novem-
ber 24th.
"The Victorian Parlor Gar-
den," an exhibition of books of
interest to indoor gardeners of
the late 19th century^ curated by
Karen Clarke. Watkinson Li-
brary, Trinity College Library.
Monday through Friday 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to March 30.
"DifferentPerspectives on
Living," an exhibition of photo-
graphs by Darrell Fitzgerald, a
Trinity College sophomore.
Mather Art Space, Mather Hall.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily. Opening
reception on Wednesday No-
vember 13 from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m.
Readings
Poetry reading by prize-
winning poet Robert Pinsky/a
member of the graduate creative
writing faculty at Boston Uni-
versity, former poetry editor of
The New Republic and author
of books of poetry including
"The Want Bone" and "History
of My Heart." Tuesday, Novem-
ber 5 at 8 p.m. Faculty Club,
Hamlin Hall. Free admission.
Sponsored by the Trinity Col-
lege Poetry Center.
Theater
"Camp Paradox," a work-
in-progress by New york play-
wright Barbara Graham who is
also an essayist, short story writer
and journalist. This coming-of-age
play, set in an all-girls' camp in
1963, explores the boundaries of
friendship and love. Directed by
Trinity College Assistant Profes-
sor of Theater and Dance Joshua
Karter. November 8-10 & 14-16.8
p.m. Austin ArtsCenter'sGarrnany
Hall. General Admission:$6; stu-
dents and senior citizens:$4. Call
(203) 297-2199 for more informa-
tion.
ONESTUDIO
Tonight (Double Feature)
Tatie Danielle 7:30
(France, 1991) Tatie Danielle is a seemingly frail elderly
woman taken in by her well meaning relatives, only to torment
them. A comedic battle of wills begins when the family hires
and equally ornery young woman to look after her.
The Nasty Girl 9:35
(Germany, 1990) The true story of the German school-
girl, whose essay "My Hometown during the Third Reich"
stirred up strong resentment amongthe residents of her home-
town.
Wednesday - Saturday
101 Dalmations 7:30
(1961) Pongo and Perdita enlist half the dogs in England
to do battle with the dreadful thieving Cruella DeVil. A sharp
new print of one of the last hand drawn animated features
produced by the original team of artists at the Disney studio.
Bill and Ted's Bogus Journey (PG) 9:30(Friday& Saturday only)
(1991) Bill and Ted give up their jobs at the local Pretzels
'n Cheese to roam the afterlife. In their absence, all hell breaks
loose as evil Bill and Ted impostors from the 21st century crash
land in San Dimas, California.
Sunday - Tuesday (Double Feature)
Psycho 7:30
(19607Director: Alfred Hitchcock. Based on the novel by
Robert Block
Vertigo9:30
(1958) Director: Alfred Hitchcock. Based on the novel
"D'Entre Les Mortes" by Boileau and Narcejac. The story of a
retired detective's growing obsession with the mysterious
woman he has been hired to follow. •
RAISE $500...$1000...$l500
FOOL
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.
usoumr no mmnum HOUHIDI
CALL 1-800-950-8472, extri 50
Lose Your Lunch
Or maybe breakfast and
dinner, too. Skip a meal
on the Thursday before
Thanksgiving, and join
millions of students
who, since 1973, have
been a part of the Fast
for a World Honest
campaign. Help some of
the poorest people in the
world feed themselves
for a lifetime. On your
campus, contact
CONNPIRG
x3150
.Oxfam^America '
Lose your lunch November 21.
You'll be surprised how much you gain.
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Hie Subjective Nature of Moral Assumption
• BY ELI LAKE
Asst. Editor of World & Nation
Last week I received a letter in my
mail box, asking me (as well as all other
students) to participate in a pro-choice
demonstration in Boston. This event
was a counter demonstration to an Op-
eration Rescue mission. This confronta-
tion between pro-life and pro-choice is a
small piece of the abortion conundrum
that has taken hold of the moral con-
science of this country. The question
that arises from the abortion confronta-
tion in Boston, is not whether or not I am
pro-choice, but whether or not our sys-
tem of government is equipped to deal
with the very issue of abortion itself.
When NOW and Operation Rescue col-
lided on Saturday, both factions were
not interested in allowing the decision of
abortion to be decided democratically.
There was no possibility for dialogue or
compromise. The reason for this is that
both the pro-life and pro-choice argu-
ments are grounded in a universal moral
assumption. Morality and democracy,
unfortunately, do not mix very well.
The nature of the universalistic
claims made, surrounding the abortion
issue, is the source of the democratic
paradox of which I speak. Either abor-
tion is legal or it isn't, either we allow
choice in this country or riot, either we
kill babies or we don't. We can't deny
freedom of choice for Women in Louisi-
ana, and kill babies in Maryland. The
nature of the abortion issue is in direct
conflict with democracy. The result of
this paradox is that our highest court
endsupupholdingpoorlegislation. Uni-
versal moral claims are nothing new to
SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS WHO NEED
MONEY
FOR COLLEGE
Every student is eligible for some
type of financial aid regardless
of grades or parental income.
COMPREHENSIVE DATABASE: Our data base of over
200,000 listings of scholarships and grants
represent over $10 billion in private
sector financial aid.
MANY AWARDS: Scholarships are available to
students based on their career plans,
family heritage and academic interests.
UNIQUE RESEARCH: Our research department has
located many scholarships including awards
for newspaper carriers, grocery clerks,
cheerleaders and non-smokers.
RESULTS GUARANTEED.
CALL ANYTIME FOR A FREE BROCHURE
code
herek
Debate Ail Issue With A Rival.
Go Head To Head In WMd&Natiori.
World & Nation... It's Everything
this country; we opperate within the con-
fines of them everyday. Child abuse
laws are never questioned as a violation
The problem with
abortion is that it ex-
poses the shaky
ground on which mo-
rality stands.
offreedomof theindividualparent. And
with good reason, but the protection of
children in our society takes a subjective
higher priority than the freedom of par-
ents. Universal morality is not necessar-
ily a problem. It only becomes so when
enough people disagree with your par-
ticular moral claim and are not willing to
accept the laws of the state because of
their particular moral conviction.
So what do we do? I can't con-
demn civil disobedience on the basis of
universal morality, but at the same time
I cannot accept a minority determining
moral legislation for a majority. John
Brown broke the laws of the state on a
higher moral ground, yet the Florida po-
lice department determined what was
obscene for an entire state. There is no
right or wrong in this issue. The problem
with abortion is that it proves the shaky
ground on which morality stands. I can
not reason my way to a correct position
on this issuebecausebothpositions break
down to assumption. Essentially, I have
to admit the subjective nature of my opin-
ion, and hope that the state acts in accor-
dance with it. QSP
Success Of President Bush's
Domestic Policy Hindered By
Democrats In Congress
• BY LING S. KWOK
World & Nation Writer
Recent polls show that President
Bush is losing popularity among Ameri-
cans due to theperception thathe doesn't
spend enough time on domestic con-
cerns. Bush always seem to find time to
deal with diplomatic issues rangingfrom.
economic problems in Peru to Israeli
housing loan guarantees. Recently, Bush
met with Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev in Madrid in an attempt to
bolster the integrity of the central gov-
ernment of the Soviet Union. He orches-
trated a Middle East peace conference
between Israel and Arab Nations. Also,
he is scheduled to spend three weeks
visiting Australia, Netherlands, Rome,
Japan, Korea, and Singapore. Knowing
this, it's understandable that the general
public seems concerned about Bush's
domestic affairs, because as far as the
media is concerned, whenever he is in
the States, he's usually fishing or boating
in Kennebunkport.
According to his schedule of ac-
tivities for September, President Bush
was supposed to take the initiative on
domestic policy before going country-
hopping. However, many of his attempts
to influence domestic policy have been
stifled by a Democrat-led Congress
(which he refers to as the "Elitist Club").
Recent presidents Jimmy Carter and Ri-
chard Nixon both chose to emphasis glo-
bal leadership over domestic policy but
they did balance it with some minor do-
mestic issues. Unfortunately, Bush
doesn't have the cooperation of the Con-
gress for his domestic policy initiatives.
In the past three' years, Bush has
launched more domestic policy initia-
tives relating to the environment, crime,
transportation, and education than any
other recent president. But Congres-
Congressional Demo-
crats are purposely using
partisan pressure to reject
policies that will have a
favorable irnpact on
Bush's popularity ratings.
sional Democrats are purposely using
partisan pressure to reject policies that
will have a favorable impact on Bush's
popularity ratings. Clayton Yeutter, Re-
publican National Committee Chairman,
argues that "any suggestion that Mr. Bush
lacks vigor and conviction on domestic
please see following page
RoggPs Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
"Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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Bush's Domestic Policy
continued from previous page
issues is simply partisan posturing from
a weak and stumbling Democratic party."
He also suggests that the Democrats will
continue to block any domestic propos-
als by Bush until Election Day.
An example of one of Bush's do-
mestic achievements was his veto of the
unemployment bill. Congress wanted to
end the recession quickly by passing a
bill. However, that would greatly in-
crease the federal budget deficit. Unem-
ployment-benefits may seem to be a pana-
cea for the economy, but they have a
tendency to defeat their own purpose.
Recessions are inevitable, and although
nobody enjoys living throughhard times,
a year or two of economic cutback is a
necessary trade-off for further economic
growth. Without minor recessions every
few years, our economy will eventually
face a devastating period of economic
decline.
Bush won another victory in his
strong opposition to quotas, forcing the
partisan Democrat-led Congress to de-
vise new bills without them. Though
everyone desires racial equality, quotas
are inherently biased. Bush forced the
removal of quotas before he would allow
the bill to be passed.
These are a few of the President's
measures that show just some of the way s
Bush has been active domestically. He
could achieve much more without parti-
san meddling by the Democrats in Con-
gress, w
Physician-Assisted Suicide
Offers Humane Way Out
For Terminally 111 Patients
• BY WILLIAM H. MACON
World & Nation Writer
A highly controversial subject is
now at the forefront of the medical field.
This is the topic of physician-assisted,
suicide. Increasingly publicized debate
has forced ethics reviewboards and medi-
cal associations across the'nation to for-
mulate standards concerning this prac-
tice, the extent of which is unknown.
Physician-assisted suicide should not be
ostracized and should, in fact, be con-
doned.
There must be standards, however.
Here, I can use two examples which have
both recently been made public. In one
case, Dr. Jack Kevorkian helped two
women to kill themselves by lethal injec-
tion. He did this with no one else's knowl-
edge or consultation. The second case,
which I consider to be a model for physi-
cian-asisted suicide, was made public
seven months ago in The New England
Journal of Medicine. In this case, Dr. Timo-
thy Quill of Rochester helped a woman
suffering from leukemia to killherself by
prescribing a drug overdose. This case
provides the criteria necessary for ethi-
cal procedures in physician-assisted sui-
cide.
. The latter case involved a woman
named Diane. She decided that when the
pain from her fight with leukemia be-
came unbearable, she wanted Dr. Quill's
assitance in her death. The first step for
Dr. Quill was to inform Diane of all the
options available to her. Having com-
pleted this, Diane still wanted to die.
The next step was to consult a psy-
chologist to determine Diane's mental
state. This was necessary so that Dr. Quill
would know whether or not Diane was
depressed when she made this decision.
Once it was determined that she was
competent, her family was consulted.
They needed to be informed of what was
going to happen. For the family, it was
emotionally hard to see Diane her condi-
tion. The final decision was made to end
her life with an overdose of morphine.
Dr. Kevorkian made no such judg-
ments in his decision to assist the women
who requested his help. He did not have
the women mentally evaluated nor did
he consult their families. At the simple
mention of the word suicide, Kevorkian
was there to help. Ethically, I believe this
violated any type of medical standard.
The American Medical
Association's House of Delegates
adopted a statement in 1973 in which
they state that it is within the patient's
rights to end any extraordinary treat-
ment when the person's death from the
ailment is imminent. This policy allows
the doctor to "pull the plug" from a
patient without fear of violating ethical
codes. When the patient is in a coma or
similarly incapable of making such deci-
sions, this right is deferred to the patient's
family.
The above mentioned statement
makes reference to a patient's autonomy.
If the patient has a right to die in order to
avoid extensive pain and suffering, then
shouldn't the doctor be allowed to help if
The practice of physi-
cian-assisted suicide
must be accompanied by
standards that take into
account a person's men-
tal health, the alternative
possibilitiesfor treatment
and the patient's family's
wishes.
he/she wishes to? I argue the answer is
"yes." If a doctor agrees to help end the
patient's life, then he/she should be al-
lowed to do so. I do not argue for a
requirement that all doctors help their
patients commit suicide. Physicians must
individually decide for themselves
whether or not they wish to end a patient's
life in such a manner. If they decide to
help, then they should be allowed to do
so without fear of condemnation.
I also believe that physician-assited
suicide is a more humane way of helping
a patient die than is the attitude that, no
matter what, this patient must live. The
latter approach to medicine leads to a
great deal of pain and suffering on the
part of the patient and his/her family.
Many families go through extreme emo-
tional trauma while watching thier rela-
tives deteriorate before their eyes. I now
ask you the question: which is the greater
;;.g;.A-..N,I...E,,L S C A NyL•-A N
ENDE^WOUR
Why David Duke
Is Such A Threat
It is quite possible that David
Duke could become the next gover-
nor of the state of Louisiana. Many
(myself included) are understandably
concerned by the success which the
former Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux
Klan and neo-Nazi enjoyed in that
state's recent gubernatorial primary.
Duke came in second, beating incum-
bent Republican Buddy Roemer. He
now faces a runoff against Democrat
Edwin Edwards. If he wins that, the
governorship i,s his.
How could a man with a well-
documented history of racist tenden-
cies ascend so high in the field of
mainstream politics? While it is easy
to say, "Oh well, that's just Louisi-
ana," thatstatementdoesnotbeginto
answer the question adequately. Af-
ter all, the leader of the Klan was from
Connecticut as recently as a few years
ago. It'snotjust a Southern phenom-
enon. Instead, we must look at Loui-
siana not as an anomoly, but as a part
of the American political system. A
significant number Louisianans sup-
port this man as their leader, Is their
state all tha t different from the rest of
the country?
Duke's victories must first be
viewed in the context of Louisiana's
economic condition. Dependant
upon the long-depressed oil industry
for much of its income, the state did
not experience the high of the Eight-
ies. Instead, residents have grown
increasingly impatient as cure after
cure has failed to take hold. It is in
environments like this that
demigogues can gain power by as-
signing blame for the problems at
hand.
This is what Duke is doing. By
blaming Blacks and the poor for the
problems of the state, he has created
an "Us" against "Them" situation with
himself as the champion of the "Us."
While Duke has offered little more
than vague promises of lowe ring taxes
and reducing the size of government
as remedies, he has capitalized on the
populace's dissatisfaction with
goverment. He has become, in effect,
a white-supremist populist. If-this
scenario sounds familiar, it ought to.
In his.rise to power, Adolf Hitler
employed a similar tactic by blaming
the Jews for Germany's problems.
Duke's chances are aided by the
fact that Louisiana's state government
is notoriously corrupt. For example,
former Governor EdwinEdwards (who
is running against him) was indicted
while in office. Duke will undoubt-
edly try to paint himself as the re-
former who is coming in to clean house
in the State House. This is what a lot of
voters are looking for. Edwards will
have to work hard to counter this im-
age by promising to clean up his act.
The real lesson of David Duke is
this: a bad economic climate for an
extended period of time will generate
opportunities for those willing to capi-
talize on the situation. Duke has used
Regardless of whether
Duke is elected, Demo-
crats and Republicans
should look and learn
from the fact that he has
gotten as far as he has.
the plight of Louisiana to catapulthim-
self to the top. The U.S. as a whole
could find itself in similar straights
some day. And we may see David
Duke (or someone Eke him) eventu-
allyrunningforpresident. Suchacan-
didate could find support in the large
numbers of right-wing conservatives
across the country who resent most of
the people in Washington,
Regardless of whether David
Duke is elected, Democrats and Re-
publicans should look at and learn
from the fact that he has gotten as far
as he has, How bad must government
be in order to make Duke look like a
viable alternative? Pretty bad. If gov-
ernment does not begin to face up to
the demands of voters, we will begin
to see more people like Duke succeed-
ing on promise of change.
TJhis will be the challenge of the
Nineties: to once again ^enfranchise
the large portion of voters who claim
they are not represented or are dissat-
isfied with their representation in their
government. If not, we will have to
face the consequences of an electorate
faced with few choices.
evil- helping a patient to end his/her Mfe
peacefully or hooking a person up to five
machines and administering drugs just
to keep him/her alive to suffer? I believe
the former is more humane.
Let me illustrate this using a final
example. One year ago, three horses were
involved in a collision at Belmont Park in
New York. Two of them suffered broken
limbs and were immediately given a le-
thal injection. Why were they given le-
thal injections? Ibelieve the reason is that
those at the track did not want the horses
to suffer. By administering the injection,
the horses died peacefully withouta great
deal of physical pain. The same stan-
dards shoud apply to people who seek to
end their own physical trauma.
Physician-assisted suicide is a hu-
mane answer to a patient's request to die.
This practice must be accompanied by
standards that take into account a
person's- mental health, the alternative
possibilities for treatment, and the
patient's family's wishes. By treating ter-
minally ill patients in this humane way,
we can hopefully treat each other more
compassionately. $
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"The Big Picture" Descends Onto Trinity
• BY CLIFF FULLER
Features Writer
You don't even know why you're
buzzing with excitement, do you? It is
because you are about to be manipu-
lated. This Features article which you are
about to read may seem mild-mannered
to you. In fact, as you progress, it may
seem to be, strangely enough, a dessert
recipe. That's exactly what I intended.
What I have secretly, cleverly, and intri-
cately done is to insert, within this article,
a promotion for a famous comedian, fea-
tured performer/and writer for "Satur-
day Night Live." This five foot eleven,
145 pound entertainer, who was born in
Eaton County, Michigan (on July 8,1952)
shall remain nameless, yet by the time
you finish this piece, you will know all
about him. You will ask yourself, upon
completion of this story, "If this was a
dessert recipe, how could I possibly know
that some unknown performer (whose
name eludes me) left home at age 14,
started writing at age 15, and began his
career as a street juggler in San Fran-
cisco?" You may also marvel, "Amazing!
I've only read a recipe, yet somehow I
know thatsome nameless wonderstarted
working as a stand-up comedian in the
Bay Area in 1974, and has been working
ever since!" This is all due to my crafty
skills as Features writer. I'm playing
you like a piano and you don't even
know it! Subliminal propaganda at its
best.' You think this is just a recipe! Well,
here it is. Prepare to be manipulated:
How to Make A. Whitney Brownies:
Soften a half pound of butter. Melt
five ounces of bitter, unsweetened choco-
late, letting it cool. Cream the butter
with 1 3/4 cups (packed) light brown
sugar and five eggs. Add 1 1/2 tea-
spoons of pure vanilla extract. Beat in
the melted, cooled chocolate and one
cup of flour.
Spread into a buttered 9 x 13" bak-
ing pan. Bake for 20 to 30 minutes at 350
degrees.
Optional ingredients include
chopped nuts, instant coffee, freshly
grated orange or lemon rind, allspice, or
cinnamon.
See... just a recipe for Brownies
(nudge, nudge), borrowed from the
' " ' " i t *
* * ** X »
' \ •?••> ,
* * ^  n,, „.,
• • " V A ^ :
Moosewood
* ' '« *
Cookbook by Mollie
Katzen. And this, dear readers, is the big
picture.
A. Whitney Brown will be bringing
his act to Trinity College this Thursday,
Nov. 7 at 8:00 P.M. in the Washington
Room. Tickets for this T.C.A.C. produc-
tion are on sale in Mather Hall at meal-
times until Thursday, and are $5.00. Tick-
ets will not be sold at the door. $$
ALONG THE LONG W A L K
What is the scariest thing that
could happen this Halloween?
Amy Kirtland'95 (1.), & Beth Downer'95
"That Nostradamus thing..." & "Yeah, that thing in the news.
Lydia Sanders '92
"The axe-murder of eleven
women in Seabury"
Chris Kelly '95
"Boo!"
l&mily Summon '95
"Well, there's supposed to
be that mass murder! so I
guess that would be it"
Man Burfeind 92
"I could write my entire thesis"
Photos by Suzanne Fallender
Paul Romita '92
"My picture could be in the Tripod"
Inquiries by Ran Barton, HI
We "told you over and over
pot t o stick your tongue out
at trie other children1, wow
remember when you had
-that looseirootb'?
You thought you had
itbad
Intersted in Business,
Writing, or
Photography?
Come to
Tripod meetings
7:00 p.m. Tuesdays
in the Tripoid office
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Sigma Nu's Creed: Love, Truth, and Honor
• BY RAN BARTON, ffl
Features Editor
In 1911 thirteen members of the
Hartford Club, a non-resident student
club at Trinity, founded a local frater-
nity, Sigma Psi. Seven years later, in the
post-First World War fraternity boom,
Sigma Psi was colonised and chartered
by Sigma Nu as its Delta Chi, or 91st,
Chapter. In the next fifty-four years, 74
Vernon Street - Sigma Nu's address -
was a strong presence on campus until
dwindling membership and a lack of
commitment led to the chapter's dor-
mancy in 1972.
Eleven years later, twelve Trinity
men, unsatisfied by the fraternities then
present on campus, researched Trinity's
history and uncovered Sigma Nu. After
learning about it and its ideals, they felt
that it would be an ideal organisation for
them to reestablish at Trinity, and so
with help from the national Sigma Nu
organisation, they began the reactiva-
tion of the Delta Chi Chapter. Due to the
then-new trustee ruling outlawing any
new single sex organisation, a disagree-
ment arose as to whether Sigma Nu was
a "new single sex organisation," or sim-
ply a resurrected one. Though the school
wanted Delta Chi to be coed, their Com-
mander, Clifford R. Swartz '92, explained
that, "both the national and local groups
remained convinced of the value of an
all-male brotherhood, and Delta Chi was
reactivated without the College's recog-
nition."
Bight years and a hundred-fifty
brothers later, the Delta Chi chapter does
not regret their decision to proceed with-
out college sanction. Simple adherence
to the fraternity's founding ideals - love,
truth, and honor - has kept the chapter
focused on progress and growth.
Founded July l,1869,at Lexington's Vir-
ginia Military Institute by cadets upset
by the hazing there, Sigma Nu is titularly
a military fraternity. However, no haz-
ing is their founding tenet, so Sigma Nu
has always been popular nationally, and
Trinity's chapter is only one of 211 in the
country.
The house, at 26 - 28 Brownell Av-
enue, is home to ten of the twenty active
brothers and their dog Grinch. It also
serves as the hub of activity for their ten
candidates, as they refer to their pledges,
considering the term 'pledge' to have
demeaning connotations.
Committed to scholarship, the
chapter had an 8.53 GPA last semester,
and boasts two separate President's fel-
lows, in both the Philosophy and Public
Policy Departments. These achievements
were earned while pursuing an ambi-
tious and extensive community service
program. Commander Swartz explained
that Sigma Nu participates in such pro-
grams for two reasons. "The first is sim-
ply to fulfill needs within the community
that would benefit from Sigma Nu's spe-
cial nature, while at the same time unit-
ing the brotherhood in constructive ac-
tivity." Their community service includes
weekly projects, as well as one large
project every month. Among their re-
cent programs, they have worked for
Habitat for Humanity and the Hartford
Hunger Cleanup, tutored at St.
Augustine's for six years, helped at two
elderly homes - the Church Home of
Hartford and 66 Vernon Street, served in
St. Elizabeth's variousneighborhood pro-
grams, helped with the Day Care Center,
and sponsored a booth at the Cdmmu-
nity Outreach's Spring Weekend Kid's
Fair.
Such commitment to the commu-
nity strengthens the fraternity, and aids
o. IIMSCANUN
Sigma Nu Delta Chi ~ Fall 1991: First Row (1. to r.): Adrian Alday, Dave
Taylor, Grinch, James Mackey, Adam. Hammer, Second Row: Doug Wetherill,
Mark Dunleavy, Caleb Lopez, Josh Martin, Andrew Pottenger, Third Row:
Ran Barton, III, Xen Lam, Matt Rosenberg, Aaron "Slim" Wilkins, Chris
Shafer, Pat Reilley, Fourth Row: Jay Villeneuve, Brie Campbell, Gabe
Handel, Jeff Lyon, Rich Dopazo, Alfred Day
them in thriving despite their indepen- relates to our freedom of association
dence from College guidance and sup-
port. In reference to any potential alter-
ation in Trinity's fraternity environment,
Commander Swartz described his
chapter's position. "We will never seek
recognition from the College. The paren-
tal role of the College is something frater-
nities here need to outgrow.";
On the same theme, Swartz con-
tinued by commenting that, "We
have no intention or desire to be-
come coed. The selective nature of
Greek organisations according to
gender and judgments of character
as a social organisation. Everyone
believes that there are contexts where
gender separation is appropriate and
even preferred. Our organisation
believes that there are essential char-
acteristics of men that can be nur-
tured in a brotherhood, and so we
choose to enjoy the fellowship of men
united by common ideals and goals."
"Sigma Nu fully supports reform
of the Greek system, howevef> the Trust-
ees should examine what agenda it is
trying toimpose on students by limiting
their access to Greek organisations." ffi)
i'STANUEYH. KAPLAN
i Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
January GMAT • February LSAT
February GRE • April MCAT
Classes forming NOW!
Find out how to save money
and help the homeless
Call 236-6851 for information & reservations
For the location nearest you, call
800-KAP-TEST
Reader's Feast A Hit With Anna
n BY ANNA DAVID
Features Writer
Reader's Feast, at 529 Farmington Avenue, is the
place to spend an evening if you are ready and willing
to enlarge your intellect and stomach at the same time.
It's also the ideal Cave-escape if you want to get coffee
or catch up on some work.
The atmosphere is homey, to say the least. Think
of it as an alternative to Timothy's, or what rumors led
you to believe the Gallows Hill Bookstore would be
like. The tables and chairs, glasses, and even salt and
pepper shakers appear to be randomly placed but the
cafe still has a put-together look.
Emphasis is certainly on literature, with a menu
that offers "short stories" (appetizers), "best sellers"
(main dishes), and "South of the Border." The chicken
wings with peanut sauce have a definite Thai appeal,
while the Nachos and Quasadillas are emphatically
Mexican. What ties all the international food together
is its health factor: organic vegetables, mineral water,
and humus are only part of the reason that this cafe is
considered politically correct. As a side note, the entire
restaurant is the non-smoking section.
Menus are glued into copies of Pictorial New
World Encyclopedia, and though seemingly sparse,
the menu offers everything from meatloaf to lentil-
walnut burgers to original daily specials. Items are
also listed on boards surrounding the kitchen. A
collection of New England pictures, low hanging ceil-
ing fixtures, and waitresses that look like fellow stu-
dents complete the welcoming and cozy ambiance.
One half of Reader's Feast is a "Progressive
Feminist" bookstore. The selection is notable, and you
can find works by Trinity professors Hugh Ogden and
Fred Pfeil, as well as a collection of engaging plays
written by Trinity students.
Definitely go to Reader's Feast and go back again.
The place has a particularly "local" feel to it, the food
is more than enticing, and the mashed potatoes are
better than Congress take-out. What more could you
ask for? ®
Someone migMtook :up and catch
you because/ hey, free dummy.
— Deep Thoughts, via SNL via JWMC ( The ?) via ASW
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Joan Wadleigh Quran'sf Perspectives On Nature" In Widener Galleiy
• BY JENNIFER SAUNDERS
Arts Writer
You are standing in the midst of
a tropical rain forest, surrounded by
bright hues and lush jungle vegetation,
or sitting beneath a canopy of trees on a
bed of fallen foliage and moss. In reality,
you are right here at Trinity College,
standing in the Widener Gallery and ex-
periencing "The Persistence of Nature"-
recent works by painter Joan Wadleigh
Curran.
Curran explains that "these
paintings represent one's individual re-
sponse to nature. They deal with di-
chotomy. In attempting to understand
man's place in nature the paintings ad-
dress simultaneously feelings of longing
and separation," Rich and varied in color
and subject Curran's paintings challenge
us to not only look, but to feel. "The
paintings are not about nature in its pure
state, but about nature filtered through
man's perception."
Joan Wadleigh Curran received
her B.S. in Art from Skidmore College in
1972 and her M.F.A. from Yale Univer-
sity in 1974. Since then she has taught
and lectured at several colleges, had many
solo and group exhibitions, and has been
the recipient of grants and awards in-
cluding the Pennsylvania Council on the
Arts Individual Artist Grant in Painting
for 1987.
Curran explains that "these
paintings are not meant to be caution-
ary". Find out what makes them "cata-
lysts for introspection." Take some time
to stop by Austin Arts before this exhibit
closes on November 24th. The Widener
Gallery is open from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
daily,® Joan Wadleigh Curran's "Hoh" in "Perspectives of Nature" on display inWidener Gallery till November 24.
Book Review: College life According To Jim
• B Y SAMKEEN MALIK
Arts Editor
I Went to College ...and it was
okay: A Collection of Tim's Tournal Car-
toons depicts the life of an average col-
lege student who finds that his educa-
tion is not exactly of utmost importance,
but rather the mundane, everyday ritu-
als are what intrigue him the most.
Jim is a lethargic individual who
goes through the college rites of study-
ing, parrying, eating and sleeping; all of
which he does regularly exceptpartying.
Jim faces situations that all of us, having
been students at one point in our lives,
can relate to very easily.
Jim^sjournal began in Univer-
sity of Wisconsin's "Daily Cardinal," as a
comic strip.
Needless to say, it was a huge suc-
cess. T-shirts, coffee mugs and the like
were introduced and did exceedingly
well among students.
Scott Dikkers, a college student
at the time, self published his compila-
tion of JinVsJournal. It was well-received
and soon secured a place on the national
college-market bestseller list. It is now
nationally acclaimed and is available in
paperback, published by Andrews and
McMeel, a Universal Press Syndicate
Company.
It is a definite "must-read" for
all college students for its originality and
ability to entertain through the triviali-
ties in college life.
Trinity Arts Trinity To Premiere Camp Paradox:Work-in-Progress In Garmany Hall
Exhibitions:
Through Friday, January 31— "Mark Twain's Hartford Connections,"
the inaugural exhibition of the Mark Twain Memorial Program at Trinity College.
Watkinson Library, A floor, Trinity College Library. Hours: Monday through
Firday, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm. Free admission.
Through Monday, March 30— "The Victorian Parlor Garden," an exhibi-
tion of books of interest to indoor gardens of the late 19th century, curated by Karen
Clarke. Watkinson Library, A floor, Trinity College Library. Free admission.
Through Sunday, November 24 — "The Persistence of Nature: Recent
Works by Joan Wadleigh Curran." Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery. 1 pm - 5
pm, daily. Free admission.
For more information, call 297-2001
Film:
, Wednesday evenings— A series of films, "Women in French and Italian
Cinema," showcasing outstanding directors arid actresses, will be shown in the
Seabury Chapel, off Summit Street. 7 pm. Free admission. Wednesday, Nov. 6,
"Hiroshima mon amour." Wednesday, Nov. 13, "Seven Beauties."
For more information, call 297-2001.
Readings:
Tuesday, Nov. 5 — Poetry reading by prize-winning poet Robert Pinsky,
a member of the graduate creative writing faculty at Boston University, former
poetry editor of The New Republic and author of books of poetry including "The
Want Bone" and "History qf My Heart." -8pm. Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall. Free
admission. Sponsored by ^he Trinity College Poetry Center.
. Wednesday, Nov. 13 — Sara Suleri, author of the book "Meatless Days,"
a memoir of Pakistan that has been highly praised by critics, will give a reading of
her work. 4 pm. Faculty Club/Hamlin Hall. Free admission. Co-sponsored by
Trinity College's departments of English and Religion.
• B Y LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Writer
Trinity College's department of
Theater and Dance is proud to present a
work in progress by playwright Barbara
Graham. Camp Paradox will premiere
at the Austin Arts Center's Garmany
Hall on Friday November 8th-10th and
will continue the following weekend, No-
vember 14-16.
This coming of age play set in
an all-girls' camp in the early 1960's ex-
plores the boundaries of friendship and
love and reflects the passions, innocence,
humor, and growing pains of the times.
The piece, which intertwines the
culture of 1963 with the essence of camp
life, centers on the relationship between
an idealistic 15 year old camper, Cory,
and her counselor, Donna. Cory's stormy
relations with her best friend and two
other campers in the bunk provide ener-
getic and youthful dynamics. The influ-
ence of Cory's overbearing yet sensitive
mother is also portrayed though the
clever use of transitional monologues.
Camp Paradox is directed by
Trinity Professor Joshua Karter.
Throughout his past three years at Trin-
ity, Karter has directed such successful
productions as Aunt Dan and Lemon
and the American premiere of the Soviet
play Stars in the Morning Sky just last
fall. The cast is made up entirely of
Trinity students including Kate Cadette
'93, Marion Coffey '94, Schuy ler Marshall
'94, Gretchen Mihaly '93, Laurel Portnoy
'93, Lucy Smith '94, and Catharina
Stephans, IDP. The show is stage man-
aged by Pamela O'Kane '93,
It is not often that Trinity is
chosen as a building ground for up and
coming works. Come and take advan-
tage of this art in the making. Reserva-
tions are highly recommended for seat-
ing is limited. As always, this is a Perfor-
mance Pass event. W>
Wvitt for tlje &rt£ Unction,
Submit to pox 1310 or
mUCxt.2583
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Experience An Evening With Steel Wood
On The Road And At Trinity; Friday, Nov. 8
• BY SAMREEN MALIK
Arts Editor
Once again, Trinity hosts one of
Fairfield County's hottest bands. Steel
Wood will be performing in Washington
Room, November 8 at 10 p.m., spon-
sored by Pi Kappa Alpha.
Steel Wood has been together
since eighth grade and for all the mem-
bers, music is a serious part of their lives.
They always have been, but only recently
"made a commitment for the long haul,"
says Craig Woerz, a member of the band
and also a Trinity student.
Woerz is currently studyingjazz
and Composition, as well as Political
Science, at Trinity under the keen obser-
vation of Kent Hewitt. Mr. Woerz is a
founding member of the band and has
studied jazz and classical piano for six-
teen years.
Julie Prunier has been singing
since she was five and has studied voice
for the past nine years. Julie has sung
back-up vocals for various artists in Con-
necticut and New York.
Frank Kovac, a student at The
University of Rhode Island, is currently
studying Music and History. He is
strongly influenced by blues and classi-
cal guitar, and has been playing the gui-
tar for ten years. Formerly with the Deep
River Band, Kovac has been with Steel
Wood since 1986. "Steel Wood, to me, is
an expression of myself and the others.
We're moving more towards our origi-
nals, now. We'd like to open our music
up to a wider variety of people. I, myself,
am influenced by many kinds of music."
Kyle Young, a student of Music
and Economics at St. Lawrence Univer-
sity, has been playing percussion for eight
years. Young, a founding member of Steel
Wood and formerly with Bandana, con-
tinues to study Jazz and Rock percussion
Jared Hart, who has been play-
ing bass guitar for six years, joined the
band shortly after its inception. Hart has
had three years of practice in jazz theory
and is currently studying Music and
Composition at Syracuse University.
"We are very interested in pursuing a
career in music. The more time we spend
in school, the more we realize we don't
want to be sitting in some office or in
classes. We just want to play There's
nothing else we want to do..."
Steel Wood gained management
a year and a half ago and has had radio
interviews and appearance. Their com-
pact disc, which is a live demo of a con-
cert recorded this past summer, has sold
over one thousand copies in just five and
a half months. They are currently sched-
uled to play at college campuses such as
Emory in Georgia, Princeton University,
Trinity College, Lynchburg College in
own
—Craig Woerz (First row: Craig Woerz, Julie Prunier, Jared Hart. Second Row:
Frank Kovac, Kyle Young).
Virginia, Univeristy of Rhode Island, and
Washington & Lee. The band also plays
. at various competitive bars and clubs in
Connecticut and New York.
Steel Wood pride themselves on
originals, but still feel the need to play
covers at bars and clubs. It provides the
"pure energy" that the band likes to see
from its audience. The band is still in the
studio, re-recording ^Redemption,' a
song that has given the band label inter-
est
Steel Wood hopes to have another
CD out in a year and a half or so., but in
the meantime, you can hear the band
Friday, November 8 in the Washington
Room, at 10 p .m. "putting music in front
of everything,basically." ^ )
Robert Pinks^ Poet And Essayist To Read From His Works Tonight
• BY SARA WEDLOCK
Arts Writer
"So what I know,
what you know, what your sis-
ter knows (approaching
The age you were when I be-
gan this poem)
All differ, like different over-
lapping stretches
Of the same highway: with dif-
ferent lacks, and visions.
The words—"Vietnam"—that I
can't use in poems
Without the one word threat-
ening to gape
And swallow and enclose the
poem, for you
May grow more finite; able to
be touched.
So writes poet and essayist Robert
Pinsky in "Serpent Knowledge", one of
a collection of Pinsky's poems entitled
An Explanation of America. On Tues-
day, November 5th (that's today), Rob-
ert Pinsky will give a reading of his
poetry in the Faculty Club at 8 pm. A
reception will follow.
The Want Bone, published in
1990, is Pinsky's most recent book of
poems. His prior collection, History of
my Heart (1984) won the William Carlos
Williams Prize of the Poetry Society of
America, and in 1988 his collection of
essays, Poetry and the World, was nomi-
nated for the National Book Critics'
Circle award for criticism. An Explana-
tion of America received the Saxifrage
Prize for the best book of poetry pub-
lished by a small or university press in
1980.
Pinsky's other books include
the poetry collection Sadness and Hap-
piness, as well as a prominent work of
criticism, The Situation of Poetry. He is
also co-translator of The Separate Note-
books, a collection of poems by Nobel
Prize Winner Czeslaw Milosz. Pinsky's
work has won awards from the
Guggenheim Foundation and the Ameri-
can Academy and Institute of Arts' and
Letters. His work has also appeared in
over 17 anthologies, i.e. The Norton An-
thology of Modern Poetry, and maga-
zines such as Antaeus, The New Yorker,
New York Times Book Review and The
Paris Review.
Robert Pinsky attended
Rutgers College and Stanford Univer-
sity, where he held a Stegner Fellow-
ship in Creative Writing. From 1970
until 1987, he was Poetry Editor of The
New Republic. He joined the graduate
creative writing faculty of Boston Uni-
versity in 1989. Previously, Pinsky
taught at the University of California,
Berkeley and at Wellesley College.
Louis Martz says, "In his pe-
culiar and original combination of ab-
stract utterance and vividimage Pinsky
points the way toward the future of
poetry." Come to the reading tonight.
Discover what Pinksy knows. Perhaps
the way toward the future of poetry is
along one of those "overlapping
stretches of the same highway." ^ ) •
The Writing Center
Regular Hours
Monday — Friday
1-4 PM, Writing Center
Monday — Thursday
6:3C - 9:30 PM, Writing Center
Late Night
Sunday, Monday Thursday
10 -12, Tom Smith Room, Mariott
Open Period Hours
Hartford Arts Scene
The Bushnell
November 10 WculdSymphonySeries:PiftgueSymphonyOichesha 8pm
For moie information, call 246-6807.
Theaterworks
October 25 - December 1: Sam Shepard's "True West," a darkly comic
masterpiece. Brother's Lee and Austin embody the ultimate Jekyll-and-Hyde
nightmare of Bibling rh airy int his p'roduction that kicks off TheaterWorks' sixth
season. ' *, , • ' • • . * . ,
- - ' . TtheSfing \ • • '
November 8: SQUEEZE. Originally formed in 1974, SQUEEZE- has been
around for a fairly long hme. The originalline-up disbanded in 1982, but after the
success of a compilation album and a London charity gig, the b.and reformed and
began recording again. Their latest album is entitled PLAY.
November 9: WORLD SINFONIA. Renowned guitarist AlDiMeola will
play "a very South American. /European Mix of classical jazz/tango improvisa-
tion with Middle-Eastern overtones, . , ' • , } ' . , *
Hartford Symp honyOrciiettra , '
November 5-6: Michael Lankester leads the HSO m a program featuring
Mozart specialist Andre-Michel Schub. 8 pm at the Bushnell,
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Football Slams Amheist Looking To
Capture NESCAC Crown On Saturday
continued from page 20
target, Giardi, open in the right, corner
of the end zone to give Trinity a 21^ 0
lead with 42 seconds left in the firsthalf.
On Amherst's first play from
scrimmage after the kickoff, fullback
Brandon Braxton ran into a tri-captain
sandwich and fumbled.
• Chuck Bradley '92 and Brian
Chisolm '92 met Braxton at the line of
scrimmage and Chisolm came away
with the baE at the Amherst 33-yard
line. With four seconds left in the half,
O'Connor, who wasaperfectsix-for-six
on PAT's for the day, booted a 25-yard
field goal to give Trinity a 24-0 lead.
Five plays into the second half,
Trinity moved to a 31-0 lead as Kirby
scoredhis second touchdown of the day
onaone-yardrushjustl:41into the half.
Two plays earlier, Lane hit Wallace on a*
screen pass at midfield that the junior
halfback took down to the Amherst six-
yaird line. On Amherst's next posses-
sion, Trinity-'s defense ushered the Lojd
Jeffs out in three plays as Nick Sims '92
sacked Mango on third down. , ,,.
Starting at its own 34-yard: line,
Trinity's first unit put its last scoring
drive together. Marching 66-yards on
fifteen plays, eleven of which were rush-
ing attempts, Lane finished the drive
when he rolled to his right and threw
back to Wallace, who had swung out on
the left side, for an eight-yard touch-
down with 5:07 left in the third quarter.
The 38-0 lead brought on the second
teams for the Bantams, but things did not
improve for Amherst.
Attempting to punt from its 35-
yard line, the snap went over the head of
punter Scott Sidney, and Trinity's free
safety John Daupinee '92 recovered the
loose ball at Amherst's three-yard line.
Two plays later, Paul Broderick '93 snuck
Mike Wallace looks for the end zone in Trinity's 51-7 victory
over Amherst. Wallace finished the day with 53 yards
rushing and 68 receiving, and one touchdown.
CYNTHIA KRON
in from one yard out for a 45-0 lead.
Amherst responded with a 57-yard
drive resulting in its only points on the
day, scoring on a six-yard run with 12:10
left to play.
Amherst tried an onsides kick, but
the sure hands of Paul Broderick gave
Trinity the ball at Amherst's 49-yard line.
With the game well in hand, Joe "Carry It
Home" Holstead earned his keep, rush-
ing the ball nine times for 50 yards in
Trinity's final two possessions. Holstead
closed the scoring in the game when he
scored his first career touchdown with a
five-yard run with 9:58 left in the game.
The point-after snap was fumbled.
After the game, Coach Miller had
mixed feelings. "I don't think many
teams have come up here [Amherst] and
scored 51 points, but I really didn't want
to. I don't think it does bur team that
much good, and that's why I put the
reserves in early in the third quarter."
Trinity begins preparation for
Wesleyan this weekend for the annual
Homecoming clash. "I expect a real tough
game from Wesleyan," said Miller. "I
hope we come as well prepared for them
as we were for Amherst." ®
Women Run All Over Wesleyan
O BY CARRIE PIKE
Special to the Tripod , ...
The Women's Cross Country team,
competing in their only home meet of the
season, swept the first five places against
Wesleyan this past Saturday. Although
"just another victory" for the excelling
team this season, it marks the first duel
meet victory ever against the Cardinals.
Sarah Stuckey '95 led'the women
with a time of 18:59, followed by co-
captain Carrie Pike '93 in 19:12. Fresh-
man Alexis Colby and Debby Garnrnons
'93 finished third and fourth respectively
in 19:22 and 19:33. Claire Summers, be-
loved captain and lone senior, completed
her final home race in a personal record-
smashing time of 19:34, finishing fifth.
More significantly, it was her first
5K race sub-20 minutes and a pleasant
way to bid farewell to her plush home
course. Christine Siegfried '95 also ran
an outstanding race just seconds above
20"minutes (20:04), her fastest time of the
season as well.
Freshmen Dani Slepian, Heather
Dunbar and Laura Parnum and junior
Emily Bamhart rounded out the rest of
the Trinity finishers.
The Men's team ran into some un-
fortunate luck when captain Andrew
Potteriger was forced to drop out of the
race with an injury, surrendering his sec-
ond place standing.
Steve Harding '94 led the Trinity
men with a fourth place finish in 28:22,
followed shortly by Sam Adams '92 with
28:27. Freshman Chris Bride was close
behind in eighth place in 28:35. Jon Ives
'93 took 13th and Schuyler Havens '95
15th to round out the men's scoring.
The teams' next meet is the New
England's, held on November 16.1^
Trinity's women dominated Wesleyan on Saturday.
Leading the way for Trinity are (1 to r) Alexis Colby,
Carrie Pike, Sarah Stuckey and Claire Summers.
BILL BFRARDINO
The Men's Freshmen Eight Crew gets a gssoS workout on the Connecticut River.
After moving indoors for the winter, they will resume outdoor training this spring.
GUALDUE
Homecoming
Rally
7:30 p.m. Friday
on The Quad
With mislc by
Tricky Dick!
Come help us
BURN
Wesleyan
Sponsored by
Class of '92
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Field Hockey Stakes Claim To Top Seed In Playoffs
Defense Keys Team's 13th Straight Win; Playoffs Begin Tomorrow
• BY TIM RICHMAN
Sports Editor
Soon after being named the num-
ber two team in New England,
Trinity's field hockey squad had to play
Southern Connecticut on artificial turf, a
surface they had not played on this year.
It didn't make a difference, though, as
the team prevailed 4-1 behind another
two-goal performance for Lindsey
Davison '94 and more great defense.
In order to prepare for the new
playing field, Head Coach Robin
Sheppard took her team into the
fieldhouse for the two days prior to
Wednesday's game, and that helped her
design her game plan.
"Whitney [Cranis '94] looked re-
ally good in practice so I made the deci-
sion to start her and she played a great
game. Absolutely fabulous."
For long-hitter Lexi Rice '93 it
would seem that her power game would
be too much on the turf. But she still had
a goal and an assist. And Braxton Jones
'94 "also played a fantastic game. It
doesn't show in the scorebook, but she
was great," according to Sheppard.
And then there's defensive spe-
cialist Marcia Gray '94. "I asked the team
who wanted to take penalty shots in
Monday's practice," said Sheppard.
"Marcia volunteered. And then, when
we had the shot, I told her to get out
there, her face just
dropped. She couldn't
believe I was asking her to
take the shot."
Withl6:281eftinthe
first half, Trinity had the
penalty shot and Gray put
it past the opposing goal-
keeper. "I'd never scored
before. I didn't know how
to react," said Gray. But
the team did: celebrate.
"The team was a
little nervous playing on
turf for the first time," com-
mented Sheppard, "but
that first goal helped them
relax and they thought,
even if we don't score
again we can shut them
out/'Theycouldn'tgetthe
shut-out, but they did
score three more goals.
Less than ten minutes later, ^
scored with the assist going to co-cap-
tain Margot Ring '92. That goal would
prove to be the game-winner, because,
with exactly two minutes left in the first
half goalkeeper Ashley Graves '93 let in
her first goal in four games.
Before Southern could even think
about upset possibilities, Lindsey
Davison squelched them, scoring the first
of her two goals on the day. Twelve
minutes into the second half the familiar"
combination of Rice-to-Davison struck
Whjtney Crania (2) is detennined to keep
the ball away from her opponent.
again and Trinity had the 4-1 win.
Tomorrow the team should be
hosting a first round game for the ECAC
playoffs. As the number- two team in
New England [behind only WPI, who is
17-1-1. They tied Clark, a team Trinity
beat, so who should be Number One?],
they should be the number one seed in
the tournament, as WPI is heading into
the NCAA tournament, something Trin-
ity, as a member of the NESC AC, is unable
to do. • ,
"Although it doesn't matter who
we play in the playoffs, we would like to
face Elms again. We didn't play real well
thefifsttimeweplayedthem. Wemissed
some easy opportunities, so we'd really
like the chance to redeem ourselves,"
said Ring.
About not being able to'go to the
NCAA's, Ring felt that it's "a very rare
opportunity that a team like ours gets a
chance to do something special like that.
We'd like the opportunity to play, but
we'll have to be satisfied with doing our
bestintheECACs." <§>
Men's Soccer Finally Gets Its Coveted
rmtlhiui>d frnm nave'Xi t «. t i« l . r . . . . . . ! . . - . . J i _ J~~«..~~.*
 n*.~«S.*~ A f k J 1Hcontin ed from page 20
As always, it started in the midfield for
the Bants. Tri-Captain Matt Evans '92,
playing through the pain of a badly in-
jured right foot and separated left shoul-
der, and Pat Bruno '95 began to play
more aggressively and revitalized the
attack with their ball control and pass-
ing.
For the next thirty minutes the
Bants repeatedly mounted attacks on the
Wesleyan defense punctuated by shots
from Alegi and Yates. No goals, how-
ever. The Cardinals are not ranked #2
justbecause of their ability to score goals.
Their defense turned away every Ban-
tam offensive. With just under eight
minutes to play Wesleyan seemed to salt
the game away after converting a long
throw-in into a goal for a 2-0 lead. Wrong
again. Less than thirty seconds later the
Bants were on the Scoreboard. After a
Wesleyan foul near the touchline in front
of the Bantam bench, and a lively bench
it was, Afsar-Keshmiri directed a perfect
free kick into the heart of the Wesleyan
goalmouth where Alegi received the ball.
Alegi turned on the ball and volleyed it
into the.far corner of the net.
Wesleyan was stunned as the
stands erupted with approval. With the
score 2-1 the Bants frantically pursued
the equalizer. It was not to be; Despite
some near misses/the game ended 2-1,
Ward finished the afternoon with ten
saves, some quite spectacular, and Alegi's
goal was his ninth of the season, putting
him two shy of Trinity's all-time scoring
mark. A loss is never a good thing, but in
defeat the Bants proved they could match
the best New England has to offer.
The game last Saturday against
Amherst, despite the 0-0 final score, was
not without its share of excitement. On a
cold overcast day, Amherst's finely
groomed pitch was slick from rain and
dew that had not burned off, and players
from both teams found the footing tricky.
The Bants dominated the game from the
start. They had success initially sending
balls into the corners for Yates, Peterson,
and Cassarino to run onto, and several
great scoring opportunities were created.
Similar to the Wesleyan game, however,
after the first fifteen minutes the Bants
got away from what was working and
began to try other, less fruitful, means of
penetrating the Lord Jeff's defense. The
Bants attack stagnated, but the game re-
mained scoreless because the defense
had no trouble in solving the Amherst
attack.
Perhaps the most memorable mo-
ment of the first half came on a play
where Twichell cleared a ball with his
head while under pressure from an
Amherst forward. During the play-
Twichell was cut badly above his hair-
line and began to bleed profusely. Where
other players,makethatmostotherplay-
ers, would have begged out of the game,
Twichell pleaded to stay in. He was
forced off of the field by the referee and
the Bants played a man down while
Twichell was bandaged by trainerGeorge
Murphy '93. On the next deadball the
captain was back in the game. Almost
immediately he was back in the air win-
ning another headball for the Bants.
The second half followed a pattern
similar to the first half. The Bants had
several opportunities to take the lead but
could convert none of them. Amherst
began to exploit gaps in the midfield and
their once futile attack came to life. For-
tunately for the Bants Ward would prove
unbeatable on this afternoon (as he has
on so many others in the past month).
This despite the use of the larger goals
the NESC AC is experimenting with this
season to increase scoring. After 120
minutes of scoreless soccer on Saturday
it is fair to say the experiment has been
nothing short of a ridiculous failure.
The game headed to overtime
where both teams failed to convert the
spark. When Rodriguez is on his game,
as he was on Saturday, he is the most
troublesome Bantam offender for oppos-
ing defenses. Accolades aside,Rodriguez
nor any other Bant used Saturday could
find the back of the net. Late in the
game winner. It appeared at the end of second overtime Alegi netted a free kick
the first overtime period that Trinity had only to discover that it was an in-direct
taken the lead as they scored off of a free ' - -
kick from Wray that was headed into the
goalmouth and knocked into the goalby
Cassarino. However, the referee had
blown the whistle signalling the end of
the period after Wray had struck the ball
but before Cassarino scored. This play
raised the ire of Coach Skoglund on the
bench, but there was to be no reversal.
In the second overtime the Bants
played with great intensity but the clock
began to work against them. The offense
was inspired by the play of Paulo
Rodriguez '94, arguably the quickest of
theBantamforwards, whose aggression
nnd ballhandhng proiided a \isible
free kick (meaning that another player
must touch the ball before it goes into the
net) and the goal was disallowed. The
game ended as it bagan, scoreless, but
the tie improved the Bants record to 7-4-
Obviously this was more than
enough to secure the first ever tourna-
ment selection for the Barits, The team
knows very little about Fitchburg St. (11-
4-2), but at this point they are focusing
what got them mere, solid defense and
timely scoring. A victory over Fitchburg
would pit the Bants against the winner of
the Wesleyan (#1 seed) .vs. Middlebury
' i 11 on Saturday.'
Matt PeUuBca gees for a bead bsB as Fsier Alegl look* on. KIBUUMK
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BY TIM
RICHMAN
Recently I have been in a com- stucksquashballscanbeeasilyremidied:
plaining mood. No fan support and no put some sort of slanted metal coverings
outside basketball courts, and now it's on all features that could catch unsus-
with design flaws in the athletic facili- pectingballs. Otherwise,inaboutayear,
ties here on campus. Have you ever you could climb up and collect around a
tried to give a visitor to the Ferris Ath- hundred balls, most of them mine,
letic Center directions to, say, Unit D? And I have to question the reason
"Go up the stairs, take a right, a left, a right, why the new floor for the basketball
go down a long hallway, through double courts wasn't put in during the summer-
doors, past the bathrooms and down the time, when most of the students aren't at
stairs.. ."Or the old squash courts? Or Trinity. Instead of making both teams
what about the field house? That place and all students shoot around in Unit D
is absolutely nightmarish as far as user- waiting for the beautiful floor to be fin-
friendliness goes. I know it can't be ished, we could have been playing in the
fixed, but why not at least put a good main gym the whole time.
mapnearthefrontdesk,onethatshows I know it's too late for this to be
where you can and can't go? With the fixed, but maybe in the future the school
old maps it took me forever to find, for will plan around the students. I think it's
example, Unit D. only fair.
And I also want to question the And, although I haven't seen the
new squash courts. For the most part, inside of the weight room in my time
they're spectacular. In fact, they're the here, I have been told by many people
reason I started playing the game in the that it is severely lacking in many of the
first place; if you have the nicest facility amenities necessary for it to be qualified
in America, you have to try it out. And as a good weight room. Now that we
it's because of my lack of skill that these have a new basketball floor, new squash
courts present a problem for me. This is courts, a new pool and a belter baseball
because, when balls are mis-hit high infield, shouldn't we make all facilities
into the air, they can get stuck on top of top notch worthy of our school,
the lights and along the metal support Again, I realize that all I seem to do
beams that run across the back of the is ask for tilings, but I'm just trying to
courts. make this school, and its athletics, as
I know you can't put low ceilings good as they can be. Or at least better
in squash courts, but the problem of than Williams.
Taekwondo Takes On New England
• BY MARC DAVIS finished, the tree-sparring matches be-
Special to the Tripod f1'. C o m Pf t i o r s a r e s e P a r a t e d bY a § er r
 (junior, adult, senior), by weight classes
and by belt. Each fight consists of two
On October 12, as the sun began to two-minute rounds, with a 30 second
set, four members of the Trinity College rest period between rounds. Competi-
Taekwondo Team loaded their gear into tors are fully protected in the regions of
a beat-up 1981 Ford Escort and set out for the head, chest, shins, forearms, and
Kennebunkport, Maine, and the New groin. Valid points are awarded for suc-
England Taekwondo Championships. cessful hand and foot techniques to the
Juniors David Kinsman and body, as well as for controlled, accurate
Michael Jolie and seniors Mikio kicking to the head section.
Miyawaki and Marc Davis felt ready to From the Trinity team, Miyawaki
perform—having trained severalmonths captured bronze medals in the green belt
specifically for this full-contact event. division for both forms and sparring,
Master Kim, the instructor of both while Davis, competing in the red belt
the Trinity Taekwondo Team and the division, won the silver in forms and a
South Korea Taekwondo team, met up gold in sparring,
with both sparring teams late on October Eric Higgins '92, a veteran fighter
12 at one of the many motels along on the Trinity team, received a silver
Kennebunkport's coastline. medal for his performance in yellow belt
He gathered both teams together sparring. Kinsman had a tough draw in
and sat them down for some last minute blue belt sparring, but nevertheless man-
strategy and advice—both of which he aged to capture the bronze. Jolie showed
had plenty to give. why he is one of Trinity's up-and-com-
At the age of 35, he is one of the ing fighters by winning the bronze medal
youngest 7th degree taekwondo in blue belt sparring,
blackbelts in the world. He draws upon Overall, the New England Cham-
his experience winning both the Korean pionship was a success for Master Kim
National Championship and the World and his two teams, as they combined for
Military Championship, as he told each seventeen medals,
competitor what he or she must do in However, none of the team mem-
order to win the next day's fighting. bers have time to rest on their accom-
The championship started at 9:30 plishments in Maine. Instead, they are
in the morning, with the traditional all focusing their energies on the upcom-
Poomse (form) competition. Here, each ing tournament in Washington, D.C., on
competitor performs a set series of mo ve- November 9, where each team member
ments, and those that perform with the will pit his or her skills against competi-
most precision and clarity are declared tors from all across the country. Trinity
as winners. is sending Michael Jolie and Marc Davis
After the Poomse competition is to the tournament. ®
High Spirits Liquors
Wines and
NFL Scores
Chicago 20, New Orleans 17
Houston 35, Cincinnati 3
Green Bay 27, Tampa Bay 0
Atlanta 31, L.A. Rams 14
Cleveland 17, Pittsburgh 14
San Francisco 23, Philidelphia 7
Denver 9, New England 6
Detroit 34, Dallas 10
Minnesota 28, Phoenix 0
Seattle 20, San Diego 9
Washington 17, N.Y. Giants 13
This Weekend's Games
Indianapolis at N.Y. Jets,
N.Y. Giants at Phoenix, 4 p.m.
Atlanta at Washington, 1 p.m.
Buffalo at Green Bay,
Dallas at Houston,
Detroit at Tampa Bay
Kansas City at L.A. Rams, 4 p.m.
L.A. Ffaiders at Denver,
New England at Miami, 8 p.m.
Philadelphia at Cleveland, I p.m.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, 1 p.m.
San Francisco at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Seattle at San Diego, 4 p.m.
KEGS
Busch 1/2
Busch 1/4
Mil's Best 1/2
Mil's Best 1/4
Bud 1/2
Bud 1/4
Miller 1/2
Miller 1/4
$46.00
$25.00
$37.00
$21.00
$52.00
$30.00
$50.00
$30.00
Directions
Popov Vodka
$10.99+Liter
Milwaukee's Best
Bar Bottles
$7.99+ Case
Summit St. •&. Fairfleld Ave.
HlllsdaleAve.
High
Spirits
Box Scores
Weekend Sports Scores
Football:
Trinity
Amherst
Trinity 51,
1Q
7
0
Amherst 7
2Q
17
0
3Q
21
0
4Q
6
7
F
51
7
Scoring: T- Mullaney 15 run (O'Connor kick); Kirby 2 run (XP);
Giardi 6 pass from Lane (XP); FG O'Connor 25; Kirby 1 run (XP);
Wallace 8 pass from Lane (XP); Broderick 1 run (XP); Holstead
10 run (no XP) A- Capone 6 run (Lewis kick)
Men's Soccer: Trinity 0, Amherst 0
1H 2H OT OT
Trinity
Amherst
Saves: T- Ward 11; A- Albon 8
Athlete Of The Week
James Lane '92
This past Saturday, Trinity quarterback James Lane
led his team to a 51-7 romp over the hapless Amherst
Lord Jeffs. Following a disappointing loss to Coast
Guard the week before, spoiling the teams' undefeated
season, Lane responded like a triie field general and led
his team to 24 first half points, including 17 in the final
3:30. He also led the team to two touchdown drives on its
first two possessions of the second half, and was re-
moved in favor of the backups thereafter. Lane finished
the day 14 of 17 for 178 yards and two touchdowns, and
as a result, is named this week's Athlete of the Week.
Play, of
This week both the Athlete of the Week and Playof'the
Week come from the same sport, football. Late in the
second quarter of the game against Amherst, with Trinity
up only 14-0, Rick Ducey made a fantastic interception of
an Amherst pass, denying them any opportunity to get
back into the game, while giving Trinity great field posi-
tion, at the Amherst 32. Trinity went on to score, putting
the game firmly in their hands with a 21-0 lead. Trinity
added three more points in the half and then pulled away
early in the third quarter. But it was Ducey's interception
that gave the game to Trinity and earn this week's Play of
the Week.
Statistics
Rushing
. Mullaney
Wallace '
Craig
Kirby
Allard
Holstead
Receiving
Giardi
McDavitt
Wallace
Mudry
Mullaney
Passing
Lane
Player
Rice
Davison
Jones
Farrar
Ring
Iacono
Fenwick
Gerber
Cranis
Gray
Goaltenders
Graves
Wayman
1991 Football Statistics (5-1-1)
Yr
93
93
94
95
95
94
Yx
93
95
93
94
93
Xr
92
Through 11/2
Att
85
68
66
19
14
10
Me
42
20
16
12
11
Att
194
Yds
413
357
225
79
74
62
Yds
438
302
274
146
146
Comp
115
Avg
4.9
5.3
3.4
4.2
5.3
6.2
Avg
10.4
15.1
17.1
12.2
13.3
Yds
1522
1991 Field Hockey Statistics (13-1)
Yr
93
94
94
93
92
95
•95
92
94
94
Yr
93
95
Through 11/2
Goals
8
19
10
3
1
' 2
3
2
1
1
Ga Gaa
10 0.75
0 0.00
Assists
15
3
2
4
5
3
1
0
1
1
; _Svs
48
6
TD
3
1
3
2
1
1
TD
2
1
4
3
4
TD
14
Long
35
29
15
14
20
18
Long
22
39
55
21
40
M ,
9
Pts
23
22
12
7
6
5
4
2
2
2
W-L-T ; SO
13-1-0 6
0-0-0 1
This Week.In Bantam Sports
Games From 11/5 through11/11
Wednesday 11/6: Field Hockey---—vs-Wheaton 2:30
M. Soccer-———vs Fitchburg St-2:00
Saturday 11/9: Football-- vs Wesleyan-—1:00
Playoff Update
The Women's Soccer Team's bid for a playoff berth ended
Monday morning as they were not named as one of the eight
teams competing in this year's playoffs. The Tripod congratu-
lates them on an otherwise fine season and wishes them best
of luck for next year.
College View Special
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION III FIELD HOCKEY
1. WPI 17-1-1
2. Trinity 13-1
3. Clark 10-1-3
4. Williams 11-2
5. Smith 11-5
6. St. Michael's 13-1-2
7. Elms 15-3-1
8. Conn. College 9-4-1
9. Southern Maine 10-4-3
10. Wheaton 13-44
i*..
Monday JNi#i*-
£rwn9pmfejcl
Sunday Ni^ t -
$3.50 between 9 p.m. and dosing.
'. -
lilli
TRIPOD SPORTS
SUCCESS IS NEVER FINAL. FAILURE IS NEVER FATAL. IT'S COURAGE THAT COUNTS.
Men's Soccer Reaches Playoffs; First lime Ever
• BYMARKGRUBA
Sports Writer
On August 10 the Trinity Men's
Soccer team set a goal, the same goal they
set everyyear, to make theE.C.A.C. Tour-
nament. This fall, for the first time ever,
the goal was realized. Despite a loss to
Wesleyan, #2 in New England, last
Wednesday at home 2-1, and a 0-0 tie at
Amherst on Saturday, the Bants received
the #4 seed from the selection commit-
tee. They play at home tomorrow at 2:00
against fifth seeded Fitchburg St. (Mass.)
in the first round of the eight-team single
elimination tournament.
The game against Wesleyan was
played in cold and windy conditions.
Trinity elected to go with the wind in the
first half in hopes of jumping out early on
the Cardinals. Neither team came out
very quickly, however. Each seemed to
be feeling the.other out. Offensively,
Head Coach Eddie Mighten and Assis-
tant Coach Tom Skoglund felt tHat Ban-
tam outside midfielders Joe Cassarino
'92 and Matt Peterson '93 could be used
to exploit Wesleyan's defense, which only
played three across the midfield.
Initially this tactic worked, as the
Bantams were able to move the ball on
the ground into the attacking third of the
field. After the first fifteen minutes,
though, the Bants seemed to get away
from their game plan and began trying to
send the ball into space in the corners for
forwards Peter Alegi '92 and Tim Yates
'94 to run onto. The Wesleyan outside
backs, however, proved to be speedier
than anticipated.
ion, far and away the best player the
Bants have faced all season. Their for-
wards, on the other hand, took great care
to pl.iv with the ball, feeling the\ could
fikx...
Peter Alegi, who scored the only goal of the week for the
Bantams, here battles four Wesleyan Cardinals for the
ball. Apparently he wins. Unfortunately, Trinity did not.
Wesleyan, with their #2 ranking in
New England, played cocky. Midfielder
Dan Craig was quite impressive, at times
making the pitch a personal playground
for creativity. He is, in this writer's opin-
This past Saturday and Sunday, Trinity hosted the National SSBIDHI
Intercollegiate Softball Squash Tournament. Trinity students ^"^
Cameron Hopkins, Harrison Mullin, Ryan O'Conneli and
Christian Bullitt (above right) competed in the affair.
O'Conneli reached the semifinals and Hopkins lost to
eventual winner Adrian Ezra of Harvard in the quarterfinals.
dazzle the Bantam defense with their
moves in the attacking-third of the" field.
The Bantam quintet of goalkeeper Jeff
Ward '92, Tri-Captains David Wray '92
and John Twichell '92, Dennis Cormier
'92, and Armin Afsar-Keshmiri '94 shut
down the Cardinal attack in the first half
with solid marking and goalkeeping.
However, with the Bantam attack equally
quiet, the half ended in a scoreless tie.
At halftime it was clear to all
present that the teams were evenly
matched. The Bants had had the advan-
tage of the wind in the first half but were
unable to capitalize upon it. Wesleyan,
however, would utilize the advantage of
the wind immediately at the start of the
second half. With the wind gusting to-
ward the Bantam goal, a ball was cleared
from the Wesleyan end of the field over
the Bantam defense. Ward was off of his
line, and the ball was inadvertantly di-
rected by Twichell, under tremendous
pressure from a Wesleyan attacker, over
Ward into the Bantam net giving
Wesleyan a 1-0 advantage. The goal was
an uncharacteristic breakdown by the
Bantam defense.
Less than five minutes into the sec-
ond half, with the wind blowing harder
than ever, there was concern mat this
once evenly matched contest would turn
into a Wesleyan blowout. Wrong. The
Bants have endured several setbacks
during the course of games this season
and each time they have fought back
with renewed vigor. This game would
be no different. Almost immediately the
Bants began to take control of the game.
please turn to page 17
Football Takes Out
Anger On Amherst, 51-7
Both Offense And Defense Shine
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• BY CHRISTOPHER BROWN
Sports Information Director
For the second time this season,
Trinity's high-powered offense regis-
tered more than 50 points, as the Ban-
tams dominated Amherst for a 51-7 vic-
tory following their loss last week. Trin-
ity topped Bates 56-25 after tying
Hamilton.
"Our two best games this season,
except for Williams, have been after we
didn't win," said Head Coach Don Miller.
It also was the most points Trinity has
ever scored against Amherst, and is the
second biggest margin of victory; in 1948
Trinity won 46-0.
At the risk of sounding like a tele-
vision broadcaster trying to keep an au-
dience, the game really was closer than
the score indicates, at least in the first
half. Amherst, without its starting quar-
terback, drove the ball down to Trinity's
44-yard line under the directionof backup
quarterback Tom Mango before facing a
fourth down.
Lining up in punt formation, the
Lord Jeffs executed a perfect fake punt,
moving down to the 27-yard line. After
Amherst reached the 13-yard line, Brian
Chisolm '92 sacked Mango for an 11-
yard loss, knocking Amherst out of field
goalrange. Amherst turned the ball over
on downs when Mango's pass to Ken
Burke was stopped short by junior Jeff
Devanney.
Trinity marched into the Lord Jeffs
end zone on twelve plays as the backf ield
trio of Julian Craig '94, John Mullaney '93
and Mike Wallace '93 took turns run-
ning, spinning and rotating behind the
offensive line. Even the single pass-play
of the drive, a screen pass to Wallace, was
led by the "Ranch Hogs," the offensive
line consisting of Mike Cataldo '94, Jim
O'Brien'92, Adam Laput'93, Bill Laplante
'92 and Mike Sullivan '92. Mullaney
scampered untouched on a fifteen-yard
reverse around the right side to give
Trinity a 7-0 lead with 2:22 left in the first
quarter. Ted O'Connor '92 added the
extra point.
Trinity's swarming defense gave
the offense excellent field position all
afternoon, but particularly late in the
second quarter. Forcing Amherst to punt
from its 21-yard line, Devanney fumbled
and recovered the punt at Trinity's 43-
yard line.
James Lane '92, who was 14 of 17
for 178 yards on the day, fired a 22-yard
strike to Mike Giardi '93 on a 3rd and
eight situation from Amherst's 24-yard
line. Freshman Shaun Kirby capped the
10-play drive when he scored the first
touchdown of his career on a pitch to the
right side with 3:30 left in the first half.
After a touchback, Mango at-
tempted to hit his tight end when defen-
sive back Rick Ducey '92 went horizontal
to pick off the pass at the Amherst 32-
yard line. It was his second theft of the
year.
Lane converted on another crucial
third-down situation as he hit Greg
Broderick '95 down the right sideline for
a 17-yard gain and a first down at the 18.
Two plays later, Lane found his favorite
please turn to page 17
